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Another B-ilding

Phase II of the Fine
Center is nearing complel
and will see a partial opei
of its facilities next
Although the building wil
used primarily for acaden
student and commu
interest has focused mainl]
its five theaters, which i
make Stony Brook "the ce
of Sulffolk Countv cult
life."
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Another Hit
Woody Allen, the comic

aureate of America, has
vritten, directed and stars in a
blockbuster film, Annie Hall.
Co-starring with Diane
Keaton, Woody plays a
Iramatic role which is sure to
eclipse his fine work in The
Front.
Story on page 3A

Another Loss
Stony Brook pitcher JoE

Adderley struck out 11
batters, but the Patriots losi
2-1 yesterday to King's Point.
The loss dropped the Patriots
record to 4-16 and left Coace
Rick Smoliak wondering i
more practice was the answer

Story on page 16

Students Robbed at Gunpoint .-
By Masked Pair Seeking Drugs

By RAYMOND A. RIEFF
Two Benedict College residents were robbed at

gunpoint in their room at about 2:30 AM
Tueday by two persons who forced their way in
and demanded drugs. Over $2,000 worth of
camera equipment and other items were taken
from the room.

Junior Mike Leahy said that shortly after he
and his roommate Michael Rea had gone to sleep,
he was awakened by a knock at his door. When
the persons at the door refused to identify
themselves, Leahy opened it and the two robbers
began to force their way in.

Although Leahy was almost able to force the
door closed again, one of the assailants managed
to get his arm in the door and place a gun to
Leahy's head. He then let the two enter the
room. They were there for about twenty
minutes, he said.

The two demanded drugs from the
roommates. They were "strung out... in need of
a fix," explained Leahy, adding that they were
"shaking like hell" and "looked pretty bad." The
roommates told the assailants that they had no
drugs, and proceeded to give them the $8 in cash
that they had with them.

Leahy described the two robbers as one blak
and one Hiqpanic, both wearing masks. He added
that orte appeared carrying a .22 caliben rvolver,
while the other had a .4, caliber automatic
pistol. Leahy explained that he did not know
much about guns, but he was told by police what
kind of weapon was being used based on his
description. "I had a really good chance to look
at them," he said.

When the two thieves saw some darkroom
equipment, they asked the two roommates which

one was the photographer and for the location of
his camera. Leahy said that he identified himself
as the owner and turned over a large quantity of
Nikon camera equipment to the two.

While searching the room, the thieves found
aother camera, Leahv smid, adding that they
then threatened him for not telling them about
it, stating, "We should kill you for this." The
camera belonged to the Polity darkroom which
Leahy helps run. The thieves also took an 8-track
tape player and other miscellaneous items. As the
two assailants left, they ordered Howard Smith,
another hall resident, into the room.

Security Notified
Leahy said that after Security was notified,

the campus officers immediately closed off the
campus gates and sent out patrol cars in addition
to calling Suffolk County Police because of the
fact that the two assailants were armed.

He added that the County Police were able to
find many good fingerprints left by the robbers,
and said that the thieves failed to take his $500
guitar even though it was in plain sight.

Leahy said that he believed that if he had been
able to get the door closed that the two would
have left. He Said he did not think that Polity
would hold him responsibl for the stolen
camera. "They could not expect me to put
myself in front of a gun," he said, adding that
the stolen equipment was not insured.
..Leahy said that he did not know why the

thieves had chosen his room to break into,
adding "it just happened to me." He added that
he was very nervous throughout the incident
especially when one of the two robbers removed
a bullet from one of the guns to prove that they
were loaded.

Runoffs for President, Class Reps Held Today
By LAWRENCE RIGGS

Runoffs for Polity President and Junior and
Sophomore Representatives will take place today after
the Polity Council voted 3-1-2 late last night not to
postpone the elections until next week.

Running for Polity President are Gershwin College
Senator Ishai Bloch and Junior Steve Genkin, manager
of the Rainy Night House. In last Wednesday's
election, Bloch just missed the required 50 percent
vote margin to win the race, taking a total of 1,541
votes to Genkin's 666. Also running are Lr'ng College
Senator Mark Fish and Commuter Senator Sheila Kelly
for Junior Representative, and Commuter Senator

I

Craig Kugler and Freshman James Zito for Sophomore
Representative.

The possibility of having elections held next week in
order to extend campaigning time was dropped after it
was pointed out that there would be difficulty
in obtaining a sufficient number of election staffers
because of approaching final examinations, according
to Polity Election Board Chairwoman Brenda Marshall.

The Council voted to have the polls open today
between 11 AM-8 PM for resident students and from 9
AM-8 PM for commuters. "It's more convenient for
residents to vote," said Polity Vice President Bill
Keller, adding that the additional hours for commuter
students would help to "equalize" the voting
proportions between residents and commuters.

The Council also voted unanimously that all future
elections and runoffs have 12 hours voting periods.
"This year we had 12-hour balloting and we had record
turnouts," said Polity Treasurer Mark Minasi. "I think
we are starting a class of people [trained] to go out
and vote."

Freshman Representative Frank Jackson, however,
said that a 12-hour runoff today would deplete the
$900 left in the Election Board line in the Polity
Administrative budget. Asked where the extra money
to finance the election would come from, Minasi
responded, "there's a staff position [the Polity
Executive Director] that hasn't been filled, and that's
$155 that we haven't spent every week."

Marshall aid that it would be "unfeasible" to have a
12-hour long runoff today. "I wasn't planning on a
12-hour runoff," said Marshall. "People don't vote that
much in runoffs anyway." She added that some of her
poll watchers and Quad Chairmen would be unable to

work the 12 hours. "A 12-hour election tomorrow
can't be done," she said. "It would be bad, very bad. A
12-hour election would have to be on anatherday; too
much work is involved now."

Hintze asked all of the runoff candidates in the
meeting room how they felt about shortened election
hours today. Most of them said that they had
reservations, but none of them said that they would
enjoin the elections.

"The election board [members] are employees and
the candidates are the people who want to get
elected," said Minasi adding that it is Polity's role to
serve the students and not thtrns.eves
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News Analysiak

News Briefs Entangling Election Allinces
ICBM Production Extended

Washington-Defense Secretary Harold Brown yeterdy ordeed
the Minuteman III intercontinental bllistic aile production line
kept open for two more months.

The action came about two weeks before the United States and
the Soviet Union are due to resume talks aimed at breaking a
deadlock over strategic nuclear arms limitation proposals.

Pentagon spokesman Thomas Ross said Brown's order has "very
little" connection with the SALT impasse, but he conceded later
that "clearly any major weapons program has something to do with
SALT."

In a letter to Senate and House committee chairmen, Brown said
his decision to permit production of an additional 10 Minuteman III
missiles "is based upon the need to maintain an ICBM production
capability while a complete review of alternatives to fuU missile
production is being conducted."

The Russians have rejected President Jimmy Carter's package of
proposals for a new SALT agreement to replace the original pact
expiring in November.

Food Stamp Proposal Passes Hurdle
Washington-The Senate. Agriculture Committee yesterday

approved President Jimmy Carter% proposal to stop charging food
stamp recipients for the aid but then added about $130 million to
his plans for revamping the program.

Carter has said he would veto any measure exceeding the $118
million his approach would add to the budget in 1979. His approach
would add nothing to costs next year.

The program now costs about $5.4 billion, with about 5.37
million families receiving stamps each month. Final estimates on the
committee measure were not expected before Wedmesday but it
would not affect as many households as the administration plan.

The committee pushed through what once was a highly
controversial issue in about three hours. It held strictly to the Carter
proposals until the issue of higher living costs for the poor in
Northern states was raised.

Vietnam, U.S. Meet on Relations
Paris-Representatives of the United States and Vietnam opened

formal negotiations yesterday on the establishment of diplomatic
relations between the two governments. An agreement is expected
quickly.

The two delegations, headed by U.S. Assistant Secretary of State
Richard Holbrooke Southeast Asian affairs, and Vietnam's Deputy
Foreign Minister Phan Hien, met for three-nd--half hours in the
newly opened Vietnamese embassy.

At the end of the meeting, Holbrooke and Hien smilingly shook
hands in an apparent reflection of the warm atmosphere at the talks.
Holbrooke said "we had a frank, friendly and very useful
discussion." Hien, standing beside the American delegate, added
smilingly in English, "I have to agree with him."

A Vietnamese spokesmen said no details of the discussions would
be disclosed until the end of the talks, possibly within two weeks.
The meetings will resume at the Vietnamese embassy Wednesday and
the next two meetings will be at the American embassy, the
spokesman said.

Nixon-Frost Interview Tonight
Washington-The television audience watching the first

post-resignation interiew of Richard Nixm about Watergate probably
won't include the former president.

"His practice in the past has been not to watch himself on
television," Nixon's top aide said Tuesday in San Clemente,
California.

"After all," continued the aide, Colonel Jack Brennan, "he did
this taping for 28 3/4 hours. He knows what he said."

Others who know what Nixon said predict a dramatic show
tonight.

"In the early part of the program, his Watergate defense was
shattered and the interesting part follows from there," said James
Restor,, who researched the Watergate portion for interviewer David
Frost.

"I believe viewers will feel that this confrontation tests the Nixon
accounting of Watergate in the way and with the intensity that it
should be tested," said Frost, a British television personality.

Frost reportedly paid Nixon $600,00 and promised a percentage
of the profits.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Correction

It was incorrectly stated in the April 29 issue that Polity
presidential candidate Steve Genkin is SCOOP President. He is
in fact Rainy Night House Manager.

I

By A.J. TRONER met at the poUs, nd when
The Polity dsectiom that combined with the high number

began te Wedmeday could be o independent candidates voted
characterized as the climax of a In, this election can only be seen
year in which both the underdog as a sweeping renunciation of
and the independent candidates politics as presently practiced at
flourished. Although there are Stony Brook.
no formal parties formed within From the top election race to
Polity, informal political the very lowest posts, the
associations and alliances often Maninell nasi coalition
take place. This year saw the suffered severe setbacks. The
formation of one group of presidential race is among the
student politicians aligned most telling. Some have
loosely with Polity President attributed the poor Minasi
Gerry Manginelli and Polity turnout to his role as an
Treasurer Mark Minasi, and authoritative Treasurer. Of the
various opposition groups, approximately 3,000 votes cast,
among which the most M sin pulled almost 600. In the
prominent spokesmen were vice-residential race the figures
Gershwin Senator Ishai Bloch are even more overwhelming.
and Freshman Representative Without the presence of a strong
Frank Jackson. This time they independent (such as Rainy

Night House Manager Stve
Genkin in the Presidential race)
Jackson demolished all election
records, defeating Polity
Secretary Kevin Young by a
three-to-one margin. The story
was the same right down the
line. Sharyn Wagner proved to
be one of the few winners
associated with the
Manginelli/Minasi camp as she
squeaked by Eric Weinstock
with a margin of less than 100
votes.

Even in the relatively obscure
races for the Stony Brook
Council and the Stony Brook
seats on the Student Assembly
the Manginelli/Minasi grouping
suffered setbacks. In the Council
seat race, independent Sandi
Brooks and opposition figure
Doreen Morela are engaged in a
run-off. Manginelli himself ran
for this post, but fared poorly.
Although he did suceed in the
race for the two Student
Assembly seats and alternate,
independent candidate Michele
Paul, a relative unknown,
outpolled Manginelli by over
300 votes.

What is interesting to note is
that despite the appearance of
strong independent candidates,
the opposition grouping of
Bloch/Jackson polled strongly.
The final test of the viability of
the many independents will be
in the upcoming runoff election,
in which Genkin will challenge
Bloch for President. Genkin,
whose strong candidacy has been
the delight of Polity watchers
everywhere, will see if he can
repeat his previous showing at
the polls. Bloch, a prominent
Polity figure, will attempt to
conserve and expand the
measure of support that has
brought him to but a hundred
votes shy of the presidency.

Other positions to be decided
by run-off are the junior and
sophomore representatives, and
the Stony Brook Council seat.
The Council seat should prove to
be interesting in that it pits an
independent, Sandi Brooks,
against a member of the
Bloch/Jackson group. How the
presidency goes should indicate
how the council seat goes. With
rumors currently suggesting that
the Manginelli/Minasi grouping
will throw its support behind
any opponent of the
Bloch/Jackson group, this race
ought to be tight.

The most prevalent feeling is
that this election campaign
marks the near-total repudiation
of the current figures on the
Polity scene. In effect, a vote of
no confidence was recorded in
that the total number of votes
for any Polity figure with the
exception of Jackson, was
relatively small compared to the
total vote. When the vote is
considered for the
Manginelli/Mnasi group, the
percentage of the electorate
grows even smaller. This,
combined with the exceptionally
heavy turnout and the many
individual upsets, has marked
this as the year when the word
politician became noxious, and
the designation of particular
political groupings the kiss of
death.
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A Day at the Races

rTwrrIu TI I UADu: univeraity President John Toll poses
with Jay Schwartz, one of the four referees of the H-Quad
Olympics. The eewnts, which included frisbee throwing,
softball games and track events, took place over the last two
weekends. Benedict College was the winner, followed by
James and Langmuir.
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Douglass Residents Seek Strange Guess Eviction
By DAVID M. RAZLER

Tc z- ,ange fi re lurks in the shadows
of the basement of Douglss College.
Suddenly he leaps out and with a few
quick stroks of his pen he draws his
"symbol," a Yinand-Yang and fie Xs.
Often he a ompaniesthese symbos with
a statement about the object he has just
graited such a a "doorknob" or
"stairway"

The fiure continues on his rounds. He
enter an open suite and demands food or
pennies from the occupnts and then
vanishes down the stain. He has
appuaenty moved into the Douglas
College bicycle room wher e e lives on
canned goods and handouts, sleeping on
boards over a bedfame. He ha decorated
the walls with his insignia as well as
rambling prose on how it represents
himself and his actions against "the
oppressor." The only other thing known
about this stanger is that he calls himself
'Alanzo." Move Out

The residents of Douglas College find
Aanzo neither a romantic figure nor
particularly amusing, and they have been

trying to get him to move out of the
building since be made his first
apperan the ee the ee te ng

Residential Assistant Art Shertaer said
be was the first to report the unwelcomed
guest to Security when he found him
throwing knives in the bicycle room.
Sbertzer said that a Security officer
confiscated two large knives from Alano,
but after listenhg to his story about
being homeless, left him there.

Public Safety Director Robert Comute
said that he did not have the report of the
inddent immediatly available, but that
the standard p edure for trespass
to escort them off cmpus. An offier
.was called to the college last night when
Alanzo waspotted again, added that the
individual can chooe to face arrest if the
individual does not wish to leave.

Since the first incident, the campus has
been covered with Alanzo's idnsiia and
graffiti, and has been blessed with his
appetarnce at hall parties and meetings.
Despite reports from those attending such
parties to Security, dispatched officers
have always managed to miss the elusive

acrawler.
On Monday afternoon, Security came

to Douglam to check out a report of
Alano's pre ee. The offirs left
without inding anythng. However, that
night, a Dougass Colge reident who
was walking through the building ehanced
to open the bicycle room door, and turn
on the light. "This guy walked up and
said, 'how are you doing?' I responded
that I didn't know anyone was there,
turned out the light and shut the door. It
took me a few seconds to realle that
someone was living in there."

Elued Captue
The resident ana sevna othes called

Security to report Alanzo's presence,
howeer once again he managed to elude
a search by the officers who were joined
by a number of building residents and
Program Coordinator Gloria Seifman.

Cornute sid that he had no knowledge
of the incidents but that Security would
eventually get the trepasser "if it means
staking out the building." Witnesses
describe Alanzo as a dark skinned male
about 6 feet tall, wearing a bandana,
leather jacket and a softsided leather bag.

X \ X
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Bookstore Strike Enters Fourth Week at Impasse
The bookstore strike entered its

fourth week with employees receiving a
second mailgam informing them that
they would be fired if they do not
return to work immediately. The notice
is identical to those sent to each of the
22 strikers during the first few days of
the strike.

The strikers, members of the
Distributive Workers of America Local
65, continued to picket the Union's
main entrances and the bookstore's
freight delivery area, while a small
oontingent of strikers and their
supporters sat near the open basement
entrance to the bookstore asking people
not to patronize the store. Additionally,
if a student was there to purchase a pen
or other inexpensive item, strikers
simply gave it to prospective customers
from a large shopping bag.

Although Shop Steward Lee
Amazonas said that Follett has refused
to negotiate with the Union since the
strike began, Keith Kuffel, one of the
two Follett managerial level employees

keeping the store open, told a
Statesman reporter who entered the
bookstore acting as a customer that the
Union had refused to meet with the
company even though it had made
several calls for negotiations.

Amazonas said that the Union would
be willing to sit down "at a moment's
notice," and thatthe State Labor
Relations Board (SLRB) would be able
to verify this. Representatives of the
SLRB could not be reached for
comment.

Yesterday it was discovered that an
object had been thrown though one of
the bookstore's plate glass windows
outside the Union. Amazonas said that
the strikers had nothing to do with the
damage, but added that a large number
of students are upset with the strike and
FoUett's policies. After some incidents
in which bookstore locks were filled
with glue earlier in the strike, Follett
has begun posting a private guard
outside the bookstore door.

Amazonas said that many professors

were refusing to place textbook orders
through the bookstore, and she advised
teachers who did not want to go to an
offcampus store to order their texts
through their .departments on a
department purchase order.

Strike Fund
She added that although many of the

employees were weathering the financial

burdens of the strike, a strike fund had
been establshed. She invited any people
wishing to contribute to the fund to
contact her, or drop off contributions in
front of the Union. Amazonas said that
the money is distributed "to the
workers who are most strapped" by the
month without pay.

-David M. Razler

Union Director Resigns
B : By JACK MILLROD

Stony Brook Union Director Lou
Bauer ha resigned his post to assume
the position of Managing Directorof the
San Francisco State Univesity's
Student Union next fall.

"It's not so much a matter of leaving
Stony Brook as it i a matter of going
back to Cdifornia," aid Bauer. Bauer,
a former Director of the Student Union
at the Univerity of California before he
aeepted his Stony Brook position in

feelings," Bauer said, though he
considers the new post a "challenge"
and added that this "is partially related
to the feeling that you have
accomplished what you can."

Bauer said that the San Francisco
State University was attracted by his
"16 years of involvement in [student]
unions and a feel for the Califonia
sene." The reason why his long
experience will be important in the new
role, Bauer said is that "ihe concept of

..... .L -- '_ ......._

PLACARDS left by bookstor workers at the and of a day's picketing.
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BEVERAGE CO.
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L XW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
Counselors are

-' . . available daily at the
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

COLLEGE OF LAW
; .,, to offer guidance and career planning

Call or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd.
Sepulveda, California 91343. Tel. 213-894-5711

The College of Law offers a full-time 3 year day program as well as part-time
day and evening programs. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of
Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California.
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THREE VILLAGE SHOPPING PLAZA
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Completion Near on Fine Arts Center Phase I

FI"E ARTS CENTER PHASE II is il ri coempotlon.

By SUE RISOLI
Phase II of the Fine Arts Center, slated

for partial opening next fall, is "a great
cultural center in its infant stage,"
according to Fine Arts and Humanities
Provost Donald Fry.

The building is the object of the varied
and "fluid" plans of the University
faculty, administrators and community
members who make up the Fine Arts
Policy Committee. Fry, a member of the
committee, stated that these plans
include not only theater and music
presentations by students and outside
groups, but also a polling of local
residents to determine which events they
would most like to attend.

Fry stressed that although public
interest in the Fine Arts Center (a name
he regards as more accurate than the
commonly used "Fine Arts Theater") is
high, the building's primary use will be
academic. Two "lab theaters," each with
a seating capacity of 300, will be used by
the Theater Arts Department to teach
drama, and specially padded floors will be
installed for dance classes. Fry also
mentioned that a larger auditorium of
1200 seats can be used by music students.
"We've never had a good concert hall on
campus," he said. A total of five separate
theaters will be constructed within the
building. The Policy Committee hopes
these will "immeasurably enrich the
cultural life of the students," said Fry,
stating that "cultural life on this campus
has always been rather minimal."

Though Fry said that it is too soon to

tell what specific activities will take place
within the center, he stated that outside
dance, theater, and music companies will
be brought in to perform for the campus
and community. The Pohcy Committee
plans to conduct a survey of- esidents
living in the University area to discover
"inteests in the region," and Fry said the
committee is working "very actively"
with the community.

Fry also related some of the problems
involved with transforming the as yet
unfinished building into a cultural center

"of reknown."We have to equip and staff a
building earlier than we thought in a time
of declining resources," he said. 'The
plans keep changing as the completion
date keeps coming up." He added that
through the many budget cuts which have
threatened the Fine Arts Center's future,
University President John Toll has been
"fighting for it for 10 years." Fry also
said he hoped that the Center would be
given a more interesting name, but said it
would not be named after any celebrated
Stony Brook professors, since "we
haven't been around long enough to have
any," he said.

Asked if students seemed aware of or
interested in the Center's potential, Fry
replied, "I don't think they know very
much about it. However, when the plans
begin to jell the students will find it very
exciting." He added that the combination
of the Center's facilities, campus art
galleries and student and community
interest should "make Stony Brook the
center of Suffolk County cultural life."

Camrus- based Hotline for Elderly ,
ay Son er Brookhaven AreaMay Soon Se ree Brookhaven Area

.. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By ILENE J. LEVINSON
A Polityfunded hotline designed to serve the

elderly in the Brookhaven area is currently being
formed on campus.

According to the hotline's organizers, junior
Nancy Julius and Senior Rich Sabel, both
psychology majors, the hotline is now in the
planning stages, but should be operating this
September. Currently, they are in the process of
recruiting students interested in being trained in
crisis intervention, to subsequently become hotline
workers. "Most people seem to stereotype old
people," said Sabel. "When you begin to work
with them, you see they are really open minded
amd dynamic people." Julius added that "They

have a lot to offer, just like any other group."
Other hotlines serving the elderly exist in the

Brookhaven area, but they offer only referral
service. Julius explained that an elderly person will
be able to "just talk" when they call on this
hotline. But the most common problems they

aticipate ae' loneliness, money, health, and
rejetim by family.

The crisis intervention training will be
comleted by Joan Settin, a Graduate Psychology
student who has had previous experience in peer
counseintg and clinical internship. Settin said that
the hclince is important because "the elderly need
to have services they can avail themselves of."

Also needed ae persons to compile information
-for a referral booklet to by used by hotline
staffers. The booklet will contain information on
Nursing homes, Senior Citizens Centers, Social
Security Information, and even a list of stores
offering discounts to the elderly.

Advertisements for the Hotline are being
handled by University Relations Director Dave
Woods. The coordinators hope to have the hotline
advertised through local radio stations and by
posters put up around the area. "It may take time
to catch on, but if the Hotline is set up properly it
will work," said Sabel.

Bridgeport Student Radio Station
May See Public Network Takeover

By SUSAN GUNDUZ and while NPR would offer public "intemships," in which students
TOM TURNEY affairs, classical music and would participate in running the

WPKN, the student-operated educational programs. station, but would not have any
radio station of the University of WPKN Music Director Ruth measure of control.
Bridgeport, serving the eastern Fever said that the change to Financing of the station was
Connecticut and Long Island NPR need "not [be] a bad another issue considered in the
areas, will be turned over to the thing," but explained that a proposal. NPR would budget
federally-funded National Public disagreement has arisen because $175,000 and nine full-time
Radio network if a proposal is -the University "sprang the NPR employees to run the station,
passed by the University issue upon us" at a time when and would supply funding to
Administration putting an end most students involved in the increase broadcasting power
to student management of the situation will be graduating. from a current 2,400 watts to
station. Student Control Lost 10,000 watts.

According to a University Fever said that a license on a Petitions are currently being
spokeswoman, the proposed new frequency cannot be circulated against the proposed
changeover would extend the obtained by the students change. "In general, losing a
station's service to the local because there is no more room student-managed station is bad
community. WPKN, which for college radio stations on the to begin with," said WUSB
broadcasts at 89.5 Mhz on the FM dial. With programming run General Manager Norm Prusslin,
FM band, currently features by NPR, the extent of student "and as far as the opinion of
programming comprised mainly involvement on the station WPKN, they fed that their

of jazz, folk, and rock music, would be in the form of privileges are being taken away."

_ CamMus Briefs__
Poetr Readin

Robert Lowell, one of
America's greatest poets, will
live a reading of his works on
Thursday, May 5, at 8 pjm. in
Lecture Hall 100. The
reading, which is sponsored
by the poetry center, is free
and open to the public.

Lowell is the recipient of a
Pulitzer Prize, a National
Book Award and the
Bollingen Poetry Translation
Award. In addition to such
honors, Lowell, who is also a
playwright, won an Obie
Award for drama in 1965 for
his play '"Ie Old Glory."

company 9
"Company" the Stephen

Sodheim musical, will mark
the final production during
the academic year of the
University Theatre.

The play will run from
May 5 through May 8 and
again, May 11-14. It is being
presented in the Calderone
Theatre, Building B, South
Campus. The curtain will
promptly rise at 8:00 PM.

Ticket prices for Company
are $5 for the general public;
$3 for students and senior
citizens with ID cards; and
$4.50 for alumni of the
University as well as members
of the faculty and staff.

Company will be
choreographed by Phyllis
Rotberg, a senior majoring in
Theatre Arts. Associate
Professor of Theatre Arts,
Charles Vicinus is directing
the production. For further
information, call 246-5670.

Truxal Honored
An engineering professor

widely praised on campus for
"legnedary teaching," also
being internationally
recognized for his curriculum

May 4, 1977

development work, has been
named Distinguished
Teaching Professor at the
State University of New York
at Stony Brook.

Professor of Engineering
and former Dean of the
College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, John
Truxal has been named to the
exclusive State University of
New York faculty rank at a
meeting of the State
University Board of Trustees.

He is among nine faculty
members out of the 64
campuses in the State
University system appointed
to the rank. Their
appointments mean that a
total of only 39 of the
system's 15,000 faculty now
hold the professorships.

The State University
established the Distinguished
Teaching Professorships in
1971, one of the country's
first major universities to
offer such concrete
recognition for innovative
teaching.

Dr. Truxal had been
unanimously recommended
for the honor as Stony
Brook's nomineee by a
faculty-student-administra-
tion committee. The group
received numerous
endorsements from Dr.
Truxal's colleagues, bearing
comments such as "I consider
John Truxal the most
distinguished teacher I have
met during my career. He is
the finest teacher I have ever
known. His Saturday morning
lectures of hundreds of gifted
high school students are
legendary in our community.
He is a source of admiration
and inspiration to all of us in
the College of Engineering
and Applied Sciences."
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From April 1 through June 14. you can fly roundtrip from
New Y)rk to Luxembourg for only $410.

That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 thru
April 30 and $430 from May 1 thru June 14.) All you
have to do is be under the age of 26.

There are no booking restrictions. We give you the same
service you'd get from other airlines, without the same high
costs. So. if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're
spending more than you have to. Well gi ve you the best deal
on fares and on our New Horizon Escorted Tours, t(xo.

Save $89 on jet fares
to Europe and book
anytime you want.

keladic Airlines. ept. #CN
1 P.. lix 105. West Henpstead. N.Y. 11552

See vTur travel agent. ()r call tll free: (8(X)) 555-121.
!Ileae send infirmatio)n on kelandic's kow ont fares and New
jrizom -swrted Tours nf Europe.

t . .. . ... -t
I IdTc

I ' vd'.. I

L Farnssuhct hn ih-llag ;nd gav't. ;Ippr.lti. Iu- J

Icelandic
Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.
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EXPERT REPAIRS ON ALL IMPORTS
DAVID MURRAY

BILL BAIRD CENTER
INFORMATION, HELP, & COUNSELING

FOR'

ABORTION
BIRTH CONTROL

- FREE PREGNANCY TESTING.
REGARDLESS OF AGE OR MARITAL STATUS

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
OPEN 9 AM -9 PM - 7 DAYS A WEEK

HEIPSTEAD, NY
516-538-2626

SPONSORED
BY P.A.S.

'(NON-PROFIT)
BOSTON, MA
617-5362511

L

Career Development Center

HOFST RSVE
IN CO-OPERATION WITH AMERICAN PARALEGAL STUDIES CORP.

A CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
.leading to exciting careers!

INSURANCE CLAIMS
REPRESENTATIVE

12 week, full time, Day Program designed to train stu-
dents who have either graduated or completed at least
two years of college for exciting and potentially lucra-
tive careers as Claims Representatives. The Advanced
Evening Program is for Claims Representatives and attor-
neys who wish to upgrade their careers.

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICE INCLUDED
For Further Information Call or Write:

(516) 560-3668
I Career Development Center I am interested in

Division of Continuing Education
I Holland House OClaims Rep., Summer 1977

Hofstra UniversityHempstead, N.Y. 11550 OClaims Rep., Fall 1977

I N ame Phone ..

I Address

city, State, ZIp-- --.--

IName of College
L -- ._ - _ _ -- -- - -- -- --- -. . - -- _J
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And there's a bonus 30% reduction for students.
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New Breakthrough in
. Human Potential

Special Program for the
Development of

SUPER NORMAL
ABILITIES

AND
HIGHER STATES OF

CONSCIOUSNESS
Levitation Invisibility · Mastery over nature
through the Transcendental Meditation Programme.
Seminar to be conducted by members of the Board of
Executive Governors for the Age of Enlightenment,
recently arrived after extended advanced training at
Maharishi European Research University,
Switzerland.

Stony Brook / Union Rm 231
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Seven Years Later...
As one walks through the towns o

America, one sees monuments of all kinds
Tucked away in vest pocket parks, o
serving as centers of town commons, an
marble markers with bronze plaques
elaborate statues and granite phalluses, al
dedicated to those who died in service o
their country, either in war or through
individual acts of heroism.

There are no monuments to the Ken'
State Four who were murdered severn year
ago by National Guardsmen, nor to the
countless Americans who have been killer
because of their political beliefs, or because
they got caught in the crossfire directed al
those who were peacefully objecting to the
policies of their government.

Today the idea of Guardsmen comin!
onto a college campus and murdering
students seems as distant as Vietnarr
physically is. yet only seven years ago the
shootings caused all students to fear for

-their lives. The protests which were
occurring at Kent State were occuring at
every other college in the United States
The next day, every college was closed
down while thousands marched or
Washington, both to end the war, and end
the deaths. Unfortunately, the marchers
lost out as the war dragged on another
three years, and two more
students died at Jackson State two weeks
later.

The murderers of the Kent State FouI
are still free, and will never have to pay for
their crimes. Despite the efforts of many
individuals involved in the preparation of
civil and criminal charges against both
Guard and the Guardsmen, all court efforts
have failed. At the time the cases were
filed, it seems the country was not ready to
admit that the war, and the murders, were
wrong.

Last spring the Political Science
Department announced that it was cutting
back on faculty, and that the axe would
fall on Mark Landis, a recently hired
professor, well liked both by his students
and the University Community in general.

The department said that protests and
petitions would do no good, and that
Landis would go no matter what his
supporters did. Fortunately, a group of
student refused to believe everything they
were told by the Administration, and they
went out with petitions and gathered
thousands of signatures. Lo and behold!
Suddenly a "line" (literally the payroll line
in the state budget on which an employee's
name and salary payment listings are
placed) appeared out of thin air, and

Speaking of bloodbaths...
t It is difficult for the average college

student to remember back to the Summer
I of 1970, back one third of one's life to the

day of the shootings, and the events which
followed. But the answer is not to erect

s monuments: or stop for moment to think
r about the words of a tune set to an idiot

Martial beat by Crosby, Stills and Nash.
; The 'lesson,' if there is one in the deaths

of four students, is that we must be
rwatchful of our government which created

the War and the pro-war attitude which
sustained it, and the Guard's use as a tool
to quash opposition. Additionally, when
students' rights are usurped, be it by the

5 National Guard, Richard Daley, or Judge
> Charles Thom and John Toll, they must be

prepared to take action to free themselves
and gain back their rights which this

., country alleges to grant them. ;
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Landis returned to Stony Brook to teach
another year.

But it was only a one year reprieve, and
within two weeks the Political Science
Professor will once again find himself
unemployed, and the students at Stony
Brook will find themselves without another
of their professors.

We call upon the students to once again
make their feelings known to the
University about Landis or any other
faculty or staff member being fired for
budgetary reasons.

How can one run an educational
institution based solely on dollars and cents
decisions without the flexibility to keep
one particularly good professor not fitting
into the State's mold of publish- first,
teach-second faculty members?
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What Ever Happened
To Woodstock?

By AJ. TRONER
There was the usual air of

confusion, of restless movement, of
an archaic crowd and instincts
loose upon an unsuspecting concert
security at the Joan Baez concert
last Saturday night. This
concert differed from the dozen or
so others presented this year only
in its main attraction-Baez. That
was enough for the feeling was that
of a freaky holiday. Joan Baez, like
Dylan's Baez, like one of the sweet
duo of female protest voices, was
here at Stony Brook. The Alumni
of the wild and wooly 60s, the
Woodstock genertion; let the good
times roll!

.. ,ft was -not all fun and games.
Baez, touring the East coast for the
first time in years, was here for a
.purpose. As she said mid-way
through the concert, "I am trying
:out some of my newer stuff on
--you. Believe it or not, I think that
here in the East you can accept it
.easier." Immediately, there was a
rift. Which Baez did the audience
pay up to $5 to see, the Baez of
Woodstock, or Baez 77?

It depended on where you sat.
After a rousing warm-up by Danny
O'Keefe and his band, with their
western-bluesy-rocking sound of
the road and loneliness and dispair,
a la the Eagles, the crowd was ready

for Baez. The older former flower
children sat up, all eyes on stage in
their sports coats and leisure suits,
while in the rear the general
admision crowd was simply curious.
Who is this Joan Baez, and how is a
legend supposed to play? In the
reserve section, those in their 20s
and (God forgive them) early 30s sat
attentive, yearning for that moment
when she would come out, the
quintessence of protest. The men
had full and brown mustaches now,
hair neatly trimmed, while many of
the women lost their denim figu
with their first child. But still te
grandstands were filled and the
moment was tense with wonder and
anticipation..

Baez enters. Simple white blouse,
Indian necklace, her dark eyes
flashing, with the crowd, she greets
a canyon of applause, sits down
folksinger style on a stool in front
of the microphone, and smiles a
Hollywood smile, borne of many
days on the road; she is confident
and quickly launches into her first
number.

The material she performed was
a medley of her entire career. For
the first part of the concert she
concentrated on older pieces, but
not necessarily those that she made
famous: "Help Me Make It Through
the Night," "Suzanne" and other

famous folkie tern standards;
she went from protest to western
and back again.

Communication, or a lack of it,
seemed the order of the night. Baez
paused frequently to speak about
various aspects of her career or to
answer hecklers. She quickly put
the photographers aside by allowing
them to get all their photos done
during one song. "Better get those
last shots in buddy, you've only got
10 seconds." She handled a heckler
who called for Dylan by doing a

song in psuedo-Dylanesque tones,
and later singing "I Shall Be
Released."Above all, Baez spoke to
the crowd as a folk-singer should;
confidently and sure of her voice.
She played the crowd like she
played her guitar, plucking every
string.

Throughout the first half of the
concert the gymnasium seemed an
auditorium and Baez suddenly
looked quite young. Her voice is
still the same as in memory, full
and quite pure, without the full and
eccentric range of a Joni Mitchell,
but a good voice for its purposes
nonetheless.

Perhaps the question that the
audience could not answer was
what they were expecting to see.
Baez technically is flawless as a
folk-singer and in the first half of
her set and in parts of the second
she demonstrated that she had lost
none of the old touch. In her newer
work, though, the audience
reaction was mixed. Those in
reserve section tended to be lost;
after all, this is not Baez, at least
not the way that they remember
her. The people in the bleachers
also seemed confused, but the good
showmanship and amazing stage
presence of Baez often saved the
concert from slipping into the
doldrums. Baez would always come
back with a protest or audience
participation number, such as
"Amazing Grace" and
"Kumbaya" to name two that

saved the day.
Diamonds and Rust

She is aware. Even when the
contradictions reach ridiculous
depths, such as when she went into
a disco frenzy to demonstrate the
style of her new band, there was a
touch of incongruity, almost as if
to say 'I'm changing so have
patience with a new style until you
are used to it.' The question that
many were unable to answer is: Can
we ever get used to it?

The crowning moment occured
when the last song was to be sung.
Baez stepped forward and
announced that she wanted to
dedicate this song to "Gerry
Mang-nelli,'' accidently
pronouncing a hard "g." Everybody
thought it odd when she then sang
"Joe Hill." Baez knew the refrain. I
never died said she.



Stony Brook Celebrates a Weekend

1. Naisance kicked off the weekend with their rendition
of "The Birth of Art at Stony Brook."

2. This sack race was one of the many events at the H
Quad Olympics.

3. Roth Pond was the site of the Roth Hangout
sponsored by WUSB last Sunday.

. Art displays were viewed outside the Library Friday
and Saturday.

. Bleached White jazzing up a gorgeous Friday
afternoon.

6. Some people just felt like clowning around.

7. Kelly matches building against building during the
Kelly Olympics/Quad Party.

8. Sculptures flourished around campus.

9. Five Guitars minus one Saturday afternoon.

10. At the Roth Hangout, he swam for his life but all he
received was eight albums and two concert tickets.

II. Andy Romanoff of Five Guitars served as in
impressive soloist.

12. Pure percussion - Abicus made it music.

13. Greenwich Village revisited, art flourished all
weekend.

14. One sculpture that made itself air worthy.

photo essay by Scott Glatstein
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Romae in Woody AllenLatest
By JERRY LESHAW

In a poll conducted last year by
Cosmopolitan Magazine, comedian
Woody Alien was voted among the
thirty sexiest men in America
alorgside the exquisitely beautiful
such as Redford and Reynolds.
Giving this honor to the
bespectacled, befuddled skeptic
whose "only regret in life is that
he isn't Someone else" is a comic
gesture which is blatantly
Allenesque. Proving, however, that
nobody can beat him at his own
self-deprecation, the red-haired.
quipster has shrewdly modified his
image, -and emerges as .a
potentially viable sex symbol in'
his latest and most provocative
film, Annie Hall.

The movie is a downbeat,
philosophical pondering on the
nature of love, life and romance.
While it lacks the gut laughs which
characterize Allen's previous
work, Annie Hall merits critical
acclaim in the dramatic as well as
comedic context. In the creation
of the character of Alvy Singer,
Allen has found a medium which
is an accurate expression of his
own persona, sans the gimmicks-of
a Russian soldier's uniform or a
mouthplug.

Alvy Singer is a 40-ish Jewish
writer who falls in love with the
peachy Midwestern Annie Hall
(Diane Keaton) after a

meaningess conversation on
photography which is dubbed,
showing in print the thoughts of
each as they spak. (Alvy: "Chrit,
I sound like FM radio. Cool it.").
Keaton's Annie is the perfect foil
for Alvy; on their first date she
orders a pas-tami on white, with
mayonnaise, lettuce and tomato.

The two go together like chalk
and a blackboard, at times their
complementary neuroses become
a utility to cement their
compatibility,' at times they
merely screech. Allen' innate
sexuality becomes an accessible
and believable component in
Alvy's character as when he uses a
red lamp to enhance the evening's
adventures. Annie, on the other
hand is sexually slow, although
being quite attractive, and she
needs a quick stick of marijuana
before each encounter. The
cultural clash of the Jewish, liberal
New Yorker and the naive
Midwesterner is a fertile ground
for humor which Allen handily
harvests. In a crash attempt at
civilizing the heathen Annie, he
sends her to analysis (after
-confessing; "I've been--in it for
fifteen years"), compels her to go
to night courses and informs her
that the colloquialism "neat" is
vulgar. She responds by reacting
positively to her first session and
threatening an affair with her

college professor and, eventually
running to California for a "real
life."

With the comic angst that
prevails in all of Allen's films, his
best-laid plans backfire, and his
love affair with Annie teeters on a
see-saw with their common
neuroses at the pivot. Of course
Allen does not go through the
whole film without a bit of getting
even at the world which has so
troubled him. After litening to a

lecture by an academic on the
"MacLuhanesque qualities" of a
film while waiting on line to enter
the theater, he produces the true
Marshall MacLuhan who tells the
Columbia professor how deluded
he is.

It is the loving Annie, however,
who reaches deep into his
wrinkled psyche and pulls his
greatest strengths to the surface.
She drags him out of bed at two in
the morning to have him kill a
two-foot long spider which is in
her bathtub. (After which he
boasts, 'Ive been killing spiders
since I was thirty"). What the pair
lives on is an unshakeable and
bona-fide romance. Certainly,
trying to carve out a tolerable life
amid the tremors and traumas of
Manhattan is a Quixotic endeavor.
While they stumble and eventually
fall, Alvy and Annie preserve their
romance, and their experience
together is a growth which Allen
sardonically accepts with humor.

That the film is a seemingly
autobiographical sketch of the
on-off affair between Allen and
Keaton is merely cinematic
esoterica. The affair between Alvy
and Annie stands as one of the
more poignantly entertaining and
comically charming romances in
film. Not a bad accomplishment
for one who wishes he were
someone else.

:A See
By MANNY CALADO

?benlmo Seed is without doubt a
,bad movie. It is a science fiction
farce whos ulterior motive is the
exploitation of women for the
enjoyment of a sadistic audience.
In this .flick, attractive Susan
Harris (Julie Christie) gets raped,
brain-washed, burned, tormented,

The Eagl
By BILL AMUTIS

How does one describe
mediocrity? The problem in
reviewing a film like The Eagle Has
Landed is that it's not possible to
come out and say that this is a
terrible movie. That is because it
isn't terrible all the time, just most
of the time.

The plot, such as it is, deals
with the Germans'-attempting to
kidnap Winston Churchill in World
War II. From this alone we can tell
that it is going to take more than
the plot to hold our interest
because we all know that Winston
Churchill was never kidnapped
and will not be in this movie.

Lack of Interest
Unfortunately, there is nothing

else in the movie that holds
interest. Sure, it's fun to watch
Donald Sutherland struggle with
an Irish brogue or Michael Caine
giving up on a German accent and
speaking straight Cockney but
after a while it gets to be just plain
boring. That is the trouble with
films of this type. They can't

dy7Exper
injected, assaulted by a one-arm

-wheelchair, and raped by- a
demented computer. It is a boring
torment. You have .to be a
masochist to sit through it. . -

In science fiction the viewer
-must allow for a certain amount
of credulity, but the plot is so
faulty - and the 'action so

e Crashes
make up their minds to be a
'blood and guts' action film or a
literate account of history and so
they end up confused and
confusing. As example, in the final
shoot-em-up the only way -one
could tell the Germans from the
Americans was by realizing the
Germans all spoke with English
accents and even that didn't help.
People don't scream in accents.

There is one redeeming factor
of this movie and that is the
chance it gives Ln.,y Hagman (of I
Dream of Jeannie infamy) to show
off his talent for comic acting. He
is on the screen for 10, possibly
15 minutes as a bungling colonel
but those minutes were the
brightest in the film which is
really surprising considering the
lack of talent shown by him in
past endeavors.

Aside from Hagman there are
really no reasons why anyone
should see this movie. It is a waste
of talent, time, and money. But
above all it commits the worst sin
possible, it bores.

iment in Sei.Fi
unconvincing that it is ludicrous.
-In onescene a man who comesto
the aid of the nomnmmiklo Susan
.Harris, leaves his jeep at the front
drive-way. After entering the
house he soon suspects that
something is wrong with Proteus,
the computer. A chaotic struggle
ensues between him and the
one-armed wheelchair in which
they shoot deadly laser rays at
each other. The computer
eventually disposes of the man.
However, in the next scene in
which the front porch is shown,
the jeep has disappeared. Who
drove it away?

The excessive special effects are
trite, lack originality and are
unharmonious in relation to the
melodramatic action. At one point
in the story line we find a
physically exhausted and
psychologically defeated Susan
bound on a table, spread-eagle in
the basement, and the computer
ready to do it. She gets raped to
the tune of a celestial symphony
and a vivid light show; cheap
rip-off of 2001 lacking even a
shred of originality. If the director
was aiming at the beauty of
creation in the scene he failed
miserably. It looks more as if
Proteus is having an orgasm.

Proteus is itself similar to Hal
in 2001. It is soft-spoken and has
a mind of its own. It is even
something of a philosopher. At
one point he tells Susan, "death is
a good gentleman. He makes good
losers out of us all."

-As a scientist, Alex Harris
directs the building of an organic
computer, Proteus Four, which
wil sipplant all other computers,
and willcontain the total of all
human knowledge. Soon after it is
activated Proteus makes a
demadl. It wantt to study the
.human body. The demand is
denied. The .persistent computer
knows that there is a terminal at
the doctor's house. The house is
fully automized and controlled by
the terminal, and Proteus takes it
over.

Opportune Situation
The situation is very opportune

since the doctor and his wife have
agreed to a long separation.

Proteus locks Harris in and the
torture begins. At this point the
viewer learns why the computer
wants to study the human body; it
wants to have a son! Well, needless
to say, Susan does not take to the
idea. After much torture Susan
succumbs. Amazingly Susan
gestates for 28 days and the infant
is born. He is put in an incubator
in which the neonate ages six
years in five days. With all its
technological know-how the
viewer wonders why Proteus
needed Susan. Perhaps Proteus
should have tried chickens.

The Demon Seed is a miss. The
majority of the plot is centered
around the cruel martyrdom of
Susan. The director obviously was
not interested in producing a valid
science fiction film, but a long
tedious torture.
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By MIKE JANKOWffZ
No matter how apolitical a

suspense movie attempts to be,
especially the type that is built
around crisis situations in today's
international scene, there is an
inevitability that the film will
tend to make statements,
whether consciously or not,
about the issues concerning that
situation. Such is the case with
Black Sunday, a -top-notch
thriller that is deserving of the
anticipation which preceded its
opening.

Although the script tends to
stick primarily to the plot
elements, certain viewpoints and
points of reference which the
film takes reflect a definite bias
of thinking on the part of the
makers of the film, whether it
*was meant intentionally or not.

These are even reflected in the
standard suspense film plot
structure which the film utilizes.
There are the good guys, the
Israeli Secret Service, and the
bad guys, the Pa-lestinian
terrorists. There are the
fumblers, represented by
American law enforcement
agencies, who are always getting

headquarters. They then dispatch
two tough-as-nails agents to
identify and disarm the plan, for
which they have only a matter of
a few days. This entails an
action-packed pursuit that leads
to the two opposite coasts of the
US, ultimately resulting in a final
airborne knuckle-cracking
confrontation between the
helicopter - riding heroes and
the malignant blimp as it
approaches its rendezvous with
death.

The 'script is fast-paced,
leaving never a dull moment in
its entirety. In any case, there's
enough action and spine tingling
to make up for the occasional
credibility gaps. So even if it's
hard to swallow parts of the
story, you l1 definitely swallow
your breath.

The film's characters are
rather interestingly portrayed.
The Israelis are shown to be as

-ruthless as the Palestinian
-terrorists, -but with one major
'difference: the Israelis reserve
their ruthlessness for their
involved adversaries alone, while
the terrorists rather mercilessly
go about murdering innocent
people. The .terrorists are
portrayed as cold-blooded killers,
while the Israelis are capable of
normal human emotion in
non-manipulative forms, which is
never attributed to the terrorists.
The terrorists, however, are
shown to be rather efficient,
almost -~ but not quite - as
much as Athe Isranelis. -The
Aameicans are -intepee as
incompetent, always depending
on the abundant capabilities of
the Israelis. David Kabakov
(Shaw) is not the embodiment of
the Israeli Secret Service, rather,
he is referred to in official Israeli
circles as the "final solution;"
yet he is capable of both mercy
and sympathy, as when he stops

-biriefly in the middle of a
.shoot-out to console a woman
who had been held host-age by a

themselves into messy situations
-which the-- Israelis are always
pulling them out of. There is
even the unstable, * vengeful
chump Bruce Dern whom the
bad guys dupe into helping them
complete their insidious plan.

The story concerns a
large-scale plot by members of
the Black September terrorist
group to frighten all pro-Israeli
sympathies out of the United
States by killing a crowd of
82,000 people, including the
President of the United States,
while they bask in the Miami sun
watching the Superbowl. The
modus operandi of this spectacle
of death is none other than a
Goodyear blimp, equipped with
an explosive device designed to
send thousands of steel darts
shooting into, and through, the
packed-to-capacity stands. To
achieve this end, terrorist Marthe
Keller seduces assistance from a
former Vietnam POW - turned
Goodyear blimp pilot <Dern)
:who has gone crazy from his
experiences as a prisoner-of-war.

Israeli Intelligence comes upon
a hint, of the plan during a
commando raid on the terrorists

By MARVIN MULLER
New York-There is a saying that
appears on an old Grateful Dead
.album and has been repeated by
hundreds of Dead fans across the
country: " There is nothing like a
GratefulDead concert." For the
first time in a few years it seems
that is a viable statement again.

The opening night at the
Paladium with the Grateful Dead
was a memorable evening. The
Dead were back in the form
which gave them their reputation
for being one of the best concert
bands around. Three years ago
they retired from touring, citing
problems with promoters, the
huge arenas they were forced to
play, and the expense of touring
with their tremendous sound
system. Last year they came out
of retirement, and played small
halls with ticket sales based on
mail order forms sent to people
in their fan club, "Dead Heads."
While the fans were excited
about seeing the Dead back on
the road, the tour seemed to lack
-the old spunk. They seemed laid
back and some fans .raised
questions about the band's age
(most of them are in their 30s)
and their remaining concert
talents. Friday night's concert
dispelled any thoughts about an
early retirement.

The Dead are not the same
band they were in the
psychedelic 60s, nor are they the
same in concert. The long cosmic
space jams are gone and in their
place complex harmonies and a
tighter sound appears.

The opening songs, "Help on
the Way," "Slipknot," and
"Franklin's Tower," straight off
the 'first side of Blues for Allah,
set the tone for the entire
evening; the band never stopped
rockin'. Jerry Garcia was in top
form, dancing and boogieing all
night long.

The members of the Dead are
all solid musicians who work off
each other extremely well in

concert. Bill Kreutzmann and
Mickey Hart are a unusual double
percussion combo, who rarely
try to play in unison as most
dual percussion teams do.
Instead each has his own style
and chugs it out his own way.
Phil Lesh is steady on his
quadrophonic Alembic bass.
Keith Godchaux is adequate on
-keyboards and Donna Godchaux,
when she sings in tune, is
excellent. A bearded Bob "Ace"
Weir was in his usual fine form,
especially on "El Paso" and
"Cassidy." His unheralded
rhythm guitar adds tremendously
to the band's solid sound.

Most Excited
The crowd still gets the most

excited when Jerry Garcia steps
up to the mike and casually lays
down a guitar solo, or better yet,
smiles from under his dark
glasses and omnipresent curly

hair. Garcia is still the leader of
this band and its best attraction.
His versatile playing and
beautiful melodies while
jamming are still the heart of the
Dead. He was doing more
strutting and laughing than I
have seen in more years than he
would care to remember.

The Dead played "Tennessee
Jed," 1"Warf Rat," "G-oing
Down the Road" and "Sugaree"
and each was presented with
enthusiasm. The song from the
upcoming album leaves Dead
fans with two things to look
forward to: the new album, and
the film "Night of the Living
Dead," due out in a month.

They closed with "Uncle
John's Band," which was done to
the letter. After a year back on
the road, the Dead continue to
maintain their old reputation as
the premier band in concert.

JESSIE COLIN YOUNG AND DEAN FRIEDMAN, two talented singer/so ngwriters, will be featured in the Gym
tonight for one big show at 8: 30. For jazz buffs, Anthony Braxton will be making his long-awaited appearance at
Stony Brook this Sunday, May 8 for one show in the Union Auditorium. Tickets for both shows are available at
the Union Ticket Off ice.

terrorist. His partner (Keats) is a
hoodlum type, whose street-gang
-style tactics make Kabakov's
seem more civilized. Just when
Knbakov is beginning to soften
his technique, a brutality occurs
which adds revenge to his
incentive -for stopping the

Eeroits abtkov's iuerero
.antics become a bit too Jamses
Bondish when he is shown
dangling from a helicopter chain
in order to jump onto the blimp
-and manuever it out of killing
range.

The film, on the whole, is put
together well. Even after French
Connection II, Director John
Frankenheimer has not learned
to direct his cameramen to keep
their shots steady; there is some

choppy camera movement in the
beginning of the movie that is
annoying, especially so in that it
-,occurs during a crucial scene.
There are, however, some very
-good effects. In one scene the
camera effectively cuts back and
forth from Shaw to Keller during
their first -conrontation; this
cross-cut is repeated at their next
confrontation.

The acting is not one of the
primary aspects of the film, but
even ,so, it is a positive
contributing factor. Shaw plays
his good-guy role to the hilt, and
even manages to bring some
depth to the usually shallow role
of the hero. Keller has little to
do except be cold-blooded and
manipulative and she does that

quite well. The supporting cast is
passable, with the exception of
Steven Keats, who is first-rate as
Kabakov's assistant.

Although there may be some
controversy as to the
film-maker's standpoint, there is
certainly no doubt as to where
the audience .stood at the
showing ;-which .this -critic
attended. When Kabakov
corrects a crucial mistake he has
made earlier on in the film by
shooting the terrorist he had
originally shown mercy to, the
audience burst into applause.

Even with all of its minor
inconsistencies, Black Sunday
still stands as one of the best
espionage thrillers of recent
years.

The musical group Tashi
(which is a 'Tibetan word for
4% good fortune") is a progressive
musical ensemble whose
repertoire is as varied as it is
exciting. Unfortunately, their
performance in the Union
Auditorium last week consisted
of works that were at times dull
and obscure.

Their first number, **A Sonata
for ,Violin and Piano,"
composed by Claude Debussy
and performed by Ida Kauafian
and Peter Serkin (son of the
-celebrated pianist,. Rudolf
Serkin) was a fitting tribute to
the 20th century composer.
Kauafian and Serkin worked well
to convey an intrinsic
understanding of the piece.

" Quatrain, " .written by
Takemitso expressly for Tashi,
included Richard Stoltzman on
clarinet and Fred Sherry on
electrified cello. Although the

performers were competent, the
music sounded dissonant and
tedious.

Richard Stolzman performed
three Stravinsky solos for
clarinet. Stolzman possesses the
:unique ability of structuring a
performance so that his musical
virtuosity competes with his
dramatic aura. We are aroused by
his execution more than his
style. While this may or may not
be appropriate for a classical
piece, it certainly was refreshing
considering that classical
concerts too often get tricked up
with their own sense of formal
protocol.

The last selection was Mozart's
**Piano Trio in C-Minor." This
piece differed from the others in
that it is from the classical era.
Consequently, it was the most
satisfying work presented that
evening.

--Roberta G. Kossoff

COMPANY, a musical by Stephen Sondheim, will be presented by the
University Theatre May 5-8 and May 11-14 at 8 PM at the University
Calderone Theatre located at the South Campus, Building B. Tickets are
$5 for the public, $3 for students and senior citizens, and $4.50 for
faculty, staff and alumni. For further information and ticket reservations
call 246-5681.

I
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Be prepared for a solid night music this side of Mason. festivities are sure to extend until
of partying this Friday when To go along with the good the early hours of Saturday
G-Quad and the Commuter music, beer and food will be morning. This is one event not to
r^^U^.ama "P»acant. 44»n 1^~nO-OMU*;.«:4- aprvaA~ lhacrin incr a R4- W On e A -ho -l»^ ̂  n-%,irco^l t1h;c zarmacto4
L^\ouege presemi» wit! i»o/ng-awauiwa~
Second Annual G-Quad Festival.
This year's outdoor extravaganza
will feature one of the finest
Southern bands touring today,
Dixie Dregs. Long heralded as
the Southern club band, Dixie
Dregs have been the opening act
for The Marshall Tucker Band
and have been receiving raves
usually reserved for top-name
acts. Their music incorporates
the best of Southern rock with a
jazz flavor that distinguishes
them from other lesser rock
bands.

Opening the festival will be
Northlight, a new band who
-recently launched their career at
,My Father's Place and who,
along with Dixie Dregs, are sure
to provide some of the finest



Wayward Canary
Myrt's pet canary escaped

from its cage one morning and
uttered into a neighbors back

yard The neighbor apt the
bird bat refused to give it bac.
Frnaly Myrtle filed suit.

When the case came to trial,
the neighbor argued as follows:

The canary may have been
her property while it was in the
cage. But once it escaped into the
open air, it was fair game'. So
now it's mine."

owever, the court ruled in
favor of Myrtle, primarily on tbe
ground that the canary had been
domesticated. It was no more
"fair game," said the court, than
an organ grinder's monkey would
be if it slipped out of its collar.

Generally speaking. an animal
that is wild by nature belongs to
no one. But once captured and
domesticated, it may become as
much private property as an aufo-
mobile or a suit of clothes. From
then on, even if it escapes, most
courts will continue to recognize
the original owner's rights.

A more extreme case involved a
rare species of parrot. This time,
the bird escaped and remained at
large for almost three weeks.
When finally captured, it had
made its way to the next county.

But again, when the owner
proved that the bird had been
trained, the court upheld his prop-
erty rights in the parrot and or-
dered it returned.

On the other hand, consider the
saga of a sea lion which escaped
from a holding tank into the At-
lantic Ocean and was later re-
captured by a fisherman.

Here, the creature had not ben
_domesited in any way. The
court thereupon decided in favor
of the fiherman, pointing out
that the sea lion had regained it

-tural liberty."
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An invitation to College

Students and Graduates:

There is a Veteran
missioner in Long Island
ready to talk to you
about your career as
a Maryknoll Missioner.

From his experience in Maryknoll's Tanzania
mission. Father Jim Lenihan is qualified to de-
scribe the mission career. and to help you
evaluate your prospects for success and happi-
ness in it. Write or call him for an interview in
this area.

Mail the coupon or phone to arrange a career interview.

To FATHER JIM LENIHAN s
y Mayto Iasioner, 813 Myrm Dre, West Hemptd, N.Y. 11552
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OPEN YOUR .
GUITAR CASE

. AND SAY
" IAAH"

Is something wrong with your ax?
Relax. MIO will make it better.
Our guitar doctors have the knowhow
to make sure every operation

igoes smoothly. From intonation,
neck and brige adjustments, right
up to fully customized electronic wod
At MIO, your guitar is in good hands.
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AND SOLD
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Studcnts
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6 years

928-9391
Campus delivery

available

CHAPIN
BENEFIT CONCERT
For Suffolk Symphonic Society, Inc.

Harry Chapin has raised close to a million dollars
lor variouIs charities through hundreds of benefit
.concerts. As an artist, he has earned two gold
,lbhums, a gold single, an Oscar nomination, two
Glammln nominations and a l1,76 Rocky Award in
recognition of his public service activities. That is a
lot to say about anybody. The Suffolk Symphony
wsould like to say "Thank you, Harry Chapin!"

SATURDAY - MAY 21st, 1977
CONCERT TIME - 8 P.M.
HAUPPAUGE HIGH SCHOOL CONCERT HALL

l- ton Liln Road. lauppauge. Ncv ' ork 1 17 S

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

A 700oo-filk 7()//<t 1' y )a \ iSre.n ..per person
5 ly\ l ) h( ic

)W'LkW ' It , One %, U -Man Street. Smithiown. N.Y. 11787

Ma 4,17 TTSA/rocnu ae7

a

OI

U
'43

f
4

4'
U

Ticket Information
(516) 979-7791

979-6655
Tickets Are

Tax Deductible
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Caiendar of Events May4 10
Wed, May 4
LECTURE: Professor Fred Sameson, of Yale
University will speak on Literary Figurations of
Ideology at 4 PM, in the Center for
Contemporary Arts and Letters in the Library.

MOVIE: The undergraduate History Society is
sponsoring the showing of Dr. Strangelove at
7:30 PM in the Union Auditorium.

CONCERT: The Artist Series Concert presents
Baroque Chamber Music performed by Sam
Baron, Ron Roseman, and Peter Wolf in Lecture
Center 105 at 8:30 PM. Admission is $2.50 for
faculty and staff and $1 for students.

Thu,May5
LECTURE: The S.I.M.S. Club is sponsoring a
special lecture on Supernormal Abilities and
Enlightment as part of the Transcendental
Meditation Programme at 8 PM in Union 231.

PLAY: Stephen Sondheim's musical comedy,
"Company" will be performed at the University
Calderone Theatre in South Campus, Building B.
Admission is $5 for faculty, staff and alumni
with I.D., $4.50 for students and $3 for senior
citizens with I.D. Call 246-5681 for reservations.

POETRY READING: Robert Lowell will read
from his poetry in Lecture Center 100 at 8 PM.

RECITAL: There will be a Master of Music
Degree Recital with Ted Granger conducting at
8:30 PM in Lecture Center 105.

CONFERENCE: There will be a conference on
Iran: Political & Economic Situation featuring a
speaker and a slide show at 8 PM in Union 236.

COFFEE SOCIAL: The Gay Student Union is
having a coffee social at 8:30 PM in Union 045b.
For information call 246-7943. . .

Fri, May6
G QUAD FEST: There will be a G
Quad Fest featuring an outdoor concert by the
Dixie Dregs and special guest star, Northlight at
5:30 PM in the G Quad Mall. Plenty of beer and
food will be on hand.

CONCERT: Friends of Sunwood presents the
8th and final concert in the Beethoven Sonata
Series performed by Ms. Anita Gelber at 8 PM in
Sunwood, Admission is $5 for faculty and staff,
and $2 for students. For more information, call
246-5681.

IMOVIE: COCA presents ihe Nine Lives of Fritz
the Cat and porno ncn at 7, 9:30 PM and 12
midnight in Lecture Center 100.

PLAY: "Company" will be shown at 8 PM in
the Calderone Theatre on South Campus,
Building B. For details see Thursday.

;CONCERT: The University Orchestra and
Chorus, with Amy Kaiser and David Lawton
conducting, will perform music by Mozart,

.Wagner and Verdi in the Gymnasium at 8:30
PM.sb,.

-Debbie Sawyer and Vicki Parr, painist and
cellist respectively, will .present a Music
Department recital at 7 PM in Lecture Center
105.

-The University Orchestra and Chorus will
perform at 8:30 PM in the Gymnasium. For
more information see Friday.

Sat, May 7
PLAY: -"Company" will be shown in the
Calderone Theatre at 8 PM. See Thursday for
details.

MOVIE: COCA presents The Nine Lives of Fritz
the Cat and porno ncn at 7, 9:30 PM and 12
midnight in Lecture Center 100.

Sun, May 8
MUDCON: There will be a science fiction
convention starting at 9 AM in the Lecture
Center with guest including Samuel R. Delaney,
Jim Baen, Norman Spinrad, Jim Frenkel and
others. There will also be 15 hours of movies
and 15 hours of audio, Star Trek bloopers. For
more information, call David at 246-3952.
Registration will be at the Union table among
other places from 10AM-4PM daily. Advance
tickets are $4, and at the door, $4.50 for
students and $5 in advance and $6 at the door

for outside community. Anyone interested in
access to the guests and free munchies can
volunteer for gofer duty by calling Dave at
246-3952.

COFFEEHOUSE: The West Suffolk YM-YWHA
is sponsoring a Young Adults Coffeehouse
featuring games, music, discussions, and brunch
at 11 AM in the 1st floor conference room at 22
Lawrence Avenue in Smithtown. Admission is
$1 for members, and $2 for non-members.

RECITAL: There will be a cello and piano
recital by Rabert Battey on cello and Patricia
Waters and Ira Braus on piano featuring works
of Carter, Beethoven, Bach, Chopin and others
at 3 PM in Lecture Center 105.

:, , t .

*'-There witl be a Music Department recital
featuring Jason Thomas on cello and Robert
Rowell on piano playing works of Corelli,
Brahms, DeFalla and Schumann at 8:30 PM in
Lecture Center 105.

Mon, May9 ..
CONCERT: Mostly From The Last Decade
presents a concert of contemporary music by
Stemper, Strunsky, Nemiroff, Steel, Kurtz, and
Berg at 8:30 PM in Lecture Center 105.

Tue, May 10
LECTURE: Dr. Lawrence Altman of the
deaprtment of Chemistry will speak on
Applications of Tritium NMR at 7:30 PM in
Graduate Chemistry 408.

DEBATE: The Jewish Graduate Student
Organization is sponsoring a debate to coincide
with the upcoming Israeli elections between
Yoseph Rosembaum, member of the National
Executive Committee of Z.O.A. and Benny
Tomkin, member of The National executive
Committee of MOKED at 8 PM in Lecture
Center 109.

LECTURE: Amando DeMiguel of the University
of Valencia will speak on Spain 1977: Prospects
For Democracy at 8 PM in Lecture Center 101,
sponsored by the Center for Continuing
Education.

ROLLER SKATING PARTY: The Commuter
College is sponsoring a roller skating party at 10
PM. Tickets are $.50 and also rental fee.
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A Misdirected Finger Points at the Judge
By ARTHUR TANNEY

This s written in regard to Gerry Maninelli's
recent sentencing to 12 days in jail and the
administration's role in the prosecution.

Now that Mantnell has been sentenced to 12
days in jail by Judge Tho, the Stony Brook
Adrminitratlo would have us believe they had no
hand in the affair and that it was the rightous
wrath of Thon that is now landing Maninelli in
jail for his participation in this year's calendar
rally. Do not be fooled; it was the Nixonian
pranoia and vindictiveness of Bob Chaon and
John Toll that pursued a proscution of Manginelli
and finally brouht the affair to this end.

The Adminstration seems to be notorious for
putting students and student leaders on the spot
and then denying they had any role in the whole
dirty buaness. After the rally, administrato
voiced outrage at the student takeover of the
Administration Building. Indeed, they went as fr
:a to initiate actions aginst 25 of the students in a
public court. Still, they were not, in the very rea
sense, getting themselves involved. Whie there
were many discinary actions open to them, tim
Administration opted to bypam them in the
interests of pursuing a court case. The question, of

Grateful
To the Editor:

Although our struggle is far from
over, we, the 22 striking employees
of the FoUett Stony Brook
Bookstore wish to take the time to
thank the many people who are
helping us in our strike. We are
grateful to the instructors who have
withheld their book orders, to the
many people who are coming to
picket and to the entire University
community for honoring our picket
line. A great many thanks to the
many anonymous cctntibutors to
the student strike ft The help
and cooperation of the students
and faculty will help us win our
contract and put us back to work
,rvig the Univerity cormmnirty.

The 22 Employes of the
Follett Stony Brook Booktre

Be Aware
To the Editor:

This Friday, May 6, is Awaremne
Day. The day will be devoted to
Inren everyone's awarnes of
the diffultis, and the
capabilitis, of the handcapped.
Some of thes "'probles" can be

adicated just by a simple chda
in the way people think about the
handicapped. That Is what
Awarenes Day s all about: people.

The setting aside of such a day is
a fantastic idea. It is so important
that we all make an effort to bridge
the communication gap between
those that ae able.bodied and the
handicapped. There are so may
myths and misconceptions about
the handicapped, that we need a
forum such as this so we can dispel
the myths and change the
misconceptions. The fact that many
other places have already held wm..,
a day, attests to its eoid"
merit.

Personally, I don't think I could
ever overemphasize the need for
Awareness Day. Doctors on down
have told me that part of a person's
handicap lies in his or her own
mind. At times, their mental
outlook can b- a handicap much
more serious than the physical
disability. I would just like to add,
that the able-bodied person may
create in his mind a handicap which
is far greater than the actual case.

Just about four years ago, I knew
very little about anything
concerning the handicapped. It
wasn't that I purposely ignored the
issue, it just didn't have any place
in my life. Well now it does and I
know first hand that we need an
Awareness Day. If you haven't seen

couse, is why?
The answer s simple, rally. If the

Administration had brought University action
aainst Manginell and other members of the "SB
25," they, themselves, would be responrWe and
would be held accountable by students for their
actions aginst students. By going to court, the
adminitration was able to push for convictions
and at the same time paint Judge Thom as the bad
guy. In affect, they can now say, 'Look, don't put
the blame for Manlil's jail sentence on us,
Judge Thom was the one who pised sentence. It's
out of our bands." The admiisration has a great
touch for being able to "ha' their cah and at it,
too."

Furthermore, if one wm to hav been in court
during the proecutio of Manginli and the "SB
25," as I had been, emiwould have realized the
Adminstatin not . held these students
rsponsibe for tak;- o the Administration
Buildin -but also or starting the Chicago fire,
sindihbe Lusit id killing Cock Robin.

If oe .. read lhorm's decision, one would
believe that Mangnelli conducted himself in a
manner reminisent of Jerry Rubin or Abbie
Hoffman, yelling, "Bum the building and break

one of the handbills listing the
events and guest speakers, drop by
the Union on Friday, well be
there!

Michael Frisenger

'Contemptful
To the Editor:

On Saturday, April 30th, over a
hundred Su-folk Citizens took part
in a peaceful demonstration at the
LILCO nuclear plant in Shoreham.
We were concerned because the
proliferation of nuclear plants
undercuts the need for conservation
and the development of safer
energy sources, and becau-" we are
unsure that nuclear power is safe. I
certainly understand that honest
people may disaree about the
safety of nuclear power, but
nevertheless I wanted to express my
concern.

The next day I read in Newsday
that LILCO spokeswoman Jan
Hickman said of our
demonstration, "It's a healthy
release for these people. It's better
than stealing hubcaps." What
arogance! What contempt! It was
the all-knowing corporate board
room which gave us the Edsel, the
!Pn-Central merger, the Santa
Barbara oil spill, Hudson River
stripers poisoned by General
Eectric and Long Island Sound
bluefish poisond by kepone, not
to speak of a hundred major
corporate illegalities associated with
the Nixon years. This latest LILCO
statement surely confirms my belief
that our future cannot be safely left
to giant corporations that put
profits before human welfare, and

that characterize anyone who dares
to criticize them as little better
than juvenile street hoodlums.

Does LILCO stand by the
statement of its spokesperson? Or
would they perhaps like to amend
their public position, and perhaps
even retrain Ms. Hickman for
honest and useful work?

Hugh G. Cleland

Suggested Change

To the Editor:
An Open Letter to Bache Whitlock
(Director of Financial Aid):

I ."'."'! like to comment on the
financial aid system in the state. It
needs some changes. I am now a
graduating senior and I've had to
deal with PCS, BEOG, TAP and the
NDSL now for four years. I've
come to the conclusion that the
system as it is presently run, just
isn't good.

The system is designed to be
"available to students who display
financial need." Doesn't that imply
that those with the most problems,
the most handicaps, the least pride
and the best faculty to beg are the
recipients of this "free" money?

The spendthrift will receive; the
thrifty won't. The lazy will claim
his share of the money; the
ambitious isn't entitled to a share.
The dishonest man who is guiltless
about lying on his income tax
forms will get a larger TAP award
than his honest counterpart. The
student who expects the state to
carry him will receive; he who takes
responsibility for himself, will not.
The money will be placed in the

.the windows." In fact, during the entire
demonstration, Mangnelli was levelheaded, cool,

responsible, rational, looking out for the safety of
the students, the adminisators and the building,
never once citing to violence or real disorder.

At the calendar rally, the students had a
legitimate gripe and Manginlli, as their President,
had a responsibility for seeing that the student
outrage was aired. He carried through this
responsibility with remarkable maturity,
responsibility and organization. He committed no
crimes which really warrant 12 days in jail.

Climb Down
It is time for the administrators at Stony Brook

to climb down from their ivory towers and relate
and deal with and try to help, the students at this
University. One can only hope they will soon lose
their paranoid fear of students and realize that this
University is an institution for the benefit of
students and not the comfort of administrators.
Until that happens the very least the
administration can do is accept responsibility for
their actions against students, as blatantly fascist
as those actions might be.
(The writer is an SUSB undergraduate and member
of the 'Stony Brook 25. ")

hands of the state's morally
inferior, not of its best. Why? In all
these cases the latter has helped
himself, is not considered "needy,"
and as a result of his hard work, is
not deserving of state money!

I am not against all types of
financial aid. I am against only
those which do not have an
objective basis (i.e. those based on
one's needs). But there are
alternatives.

First of all.there are scholarships.
Any students may compete for
these awards. Those who orove
themselves the most qualified, get

- the money. They have earned it.
Secondly, on-campus jobs are a

good form of aid. Any student
choosing to work (for whatever
reasons) should be able to apply for
the limited positions available. The
University gets the assistance they
need and the students get a
paycheck.

Thirdly, = there are always
lowinterest 'loans. These ar
advantageous to both parties
involved. The student is allowed to
"buy time" to pusue his
education. The bloner makes his
profit from the interest, and the
loan can be paid off when the
student is in a better financial
position.

I am not proposing that these
alternatives will remove the corrupt
from the system. I merely feel that
changes may place the corrupt and
the morally good on the same level.
Isn't there something wrong with a
system which makes it
advantageous to put out less than
one's best effort?

Susan J. Best
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FSA NOW PROVIDES I
* *** SAJTURDAY *

* CHECK CASHING SERVICE *_

* 12 - 3 PM at the Ticket 1
Booth in the

* Union Lobby
* · 25CFEE
- L *IT 425.00 PER CHECK ,

. NO SECOND PARTY
* .CHECKS

* * VALIDATED ID REQUIRED * U
* NAME AND IDONBACKOF *i

CHECK *
* MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO *

"FSA CHECK CASHING
SERVICE"

WANT TO SPLITO
GET A KI
- ·, ,mm BE,;AM YOU

CA.Lm ~MS... WE HAVE
I R A LUBAL DmvOI

ONY $99.00 dplu tax

.... - -'ORCE ASSOCIATES
265-2442

! s U SAs &-'- -
SUSAN'S TYPING SERVICES

ONq A% A q 4tM U MM .m.;M, IS A

BMltWC3.I# C ' IYllYv'-e )-s'y _ St__

The Summr n tute: Graduat Prom: Moderate tuition fees; scholarship
an opportunity for undergraduates A broad range of courses in assistance available.
o begin or supplement their study Jewish philosophy and history, Accommodations in the

nof Jewish history, literature, and modern Hebrew prose and poetry, Seminary's residence facilities
tradition in the context of a Jewish Rabbinics and Bible taught by including the new Mathilde
community on the Seminary such eminent scholars as Schechter Residence Hall.
campus in New York. Abraham Halkin, Don Miron, Please -

..- David Silverman, Seymour
Feldman, George Mosse, Jacob
Neusner, David Weiss Halivni,
Yochanan Muffs and Moshe Held.

Dat: F:rst Semester: June 6 to July 7

Second Semester: July 11 to Auglust 11

write < ',: .'
.for the
informative '"
.bu!!etin to: ' 

v

SUMMER SCHOOL
· Jewish Theol-Ogal

Semiwary of AmeIric
3080 Broadway, New York. N.Y. 10027
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When o've got on tickets tothe i game
andyoul gotthdyouac asked CIheLori Trac

Kelay,Sabina ana Trishabrt they didn
*..it's no tie to get fillodq

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

tfLt Bemr iromll M~lmae. a

yUdf ym_ rhM mrtod
in v a_ ]x.Ad dl

01976 The Miller Brewing Co.. Milwauke. Wit.
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Asian Students Association

GRADUATION
PARTY

Time: 8:00 pm Thursday
May 5th, 1977
Place: Union allroom

. Games, prizes, ice cream contes
ive D.J.

.ALL WVIT .TO AT

for the
summer

The
HEALTH
SHOP

is
OPEN
in the
lobby
of the

Infirmary

P.S. Sheik-
ESQ., SALE

I le&

II

HILLEL GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP

MEETING
MONDAY, MAY 9 7:30 PM

HUMANITIES 167
TOPIC: Evaluation of past year &
programming for next year.
8election of committee ehirpersos
for next year. c r

* ,_________A

_W. _K__

POLITY
RUN-OFF
ELECTION

WEDNESDAY MAY 4
.POULLS OPEN

MAILBOXES ............. 11-7
UNION
LECTURE HALL

i LIBRARY . (

_________ x^^^Iii : EVERY TUESDAY & Th

IE NATIONAL UBERATION * .: ; ' GYM DANCE ST
ITIN1TER-' A IfoilCA & e / dy &IT IN SOUTHIRN AFRICA

.. . :; .v

DAY
q- ffv

ATERIAL AID _

S tabl in unin Mon -Fri 11:00- 2:00
rentativeswho will be coming to ur

Revolutionary Student Brigade

S A B
PRESETS:

- GYM

I- ruJE
MAY 4

L RES. $5.00------

AUDITORIUM

MA8 ANTHC
| MI

r UNION BALLROOM

MAY 7 cco
. t

SSSE COLIN YOUNG
Special guest star

DEAN FRIEDMAN
GEN,

8:30 PM

ADM. *3.00-1

)NY BRAXTON QUARTET
CHEAL MOSS/FOUR RIVERS

.7- ..

..7 PM

I
_------ $3.00

A dance

)NJUNT(
1 1. .z

with .1

) EXITO 9:00 PM

t.00 -,

TI
·:FRI.

&7at(

H-IS
k SAT.

COCA
CAMPUS
;SREEL

C

C

C

V

C

C

C

C

C

C~

I
0

Presents

another exciting adventure

KIKESKY
&

-WHOPS
THOSE JEWISH & ITALIAN COPS

C

C

C

C

C

.

0 -YOU MAY BE
THEIR NEXT VICTIM!

7:00 9:30 12:00
LECTURE HALL o100 COCA RESERVES THE RIGH TO-

TICKETS RE IRED REFUSE ADMISSION TO ANYOWN
WITHOUr A PROPER TICKET.

mm
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Asian Students Aociaon

ELECTIONS OF OFFICERS IN
THESE REMAINING POSITIONS:

PRESIDENT
TREASURER

Flae: Old 1ng. 145
Time: 9:00 p.m. Wdnday, May 4,
;1977
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| Love, l2 t

MCAT
PreparationI PRIVATE HSP

0 m T 1 T W C TI O
. a - -VIE~II

0 Top AN4LSK
.* COOETU TAPS
. *tow OST

___ _ EASY ACC I SSIUTY TO ALL PARTS O
ILrI E MI iS _---J 4S l

wqll, MaMU 4

OISHAN IUCATIONAL
SoVIC"f

51 1MYL On IVE
WSTURmW,. N.Y. 11590

CMPIETE MEDICAL SCHOOL GUANEADAMSORYSICE
FREE CONSULTATION TO ALL OUR STUDENTS

CALL 516-333-5035

Whiere IS* daifJfrenceff
PFPREPARE FOR: C 4

MCATO DATe LSAT® SAT
GRE 0 GMAT OCAT * VAT

ENROLLING NOW
"EARLY BIRD"CLASSES

For July LSAT & Summw
Clim fbr Fall MCAT

ECFMG 0 FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Ftxibl Programs & N ow

_etims 212-n 5 in
La., bleed 596- 2SU 4

.N-m- gTEST oP , .: ;,LOMN

. £ * £ * £

PERSONAL_
G.W. -- Here is my half dozen
somethings: I love you/ I love you/ I
love you/ I love you/ I love you/ I
love you! Happy Anniversary,
darling; let's make it many, more.
Forever yours, C.

DEAR KOSSIE: Happy Birthday. I
can't afford a birthday card. How am
I gonna take you to Windows on the
World? Erno Lazlo lives! From
Someone who can dish it out. Love
and Mylanta..

ANYONE who can sell me
"Hollywood Dream" by Thunderclap
Newman, call JP at 6-4511.

JOB OPENING: Call Al 473-9451,
Room 136, North Country Rd., Port
Jefferson after 5.

JAY will be appearing in periodical
Thursday night at 9:00 with special
guest Larry. For info and reservations
call 6-7840.

CHIPMUNKS FOOD, diets soaps,
enemies and our great friendship
you're the best and I love you both.
Stay great Yvie.

YO ALF Happy 19th your great
roommate -Jell.

NALD Happy April 25 anniversary.
Love, Carrel Lover. P.S. I hope the
mailman reads this one.

GOOD MOVIL is the Birds. Now
playing with The Great White That
Ate New York City. For tickets call
6-4547.

DEAR TEASE your after dinner
tactics really perk me up. Keep it up.
Love, Stud.

TO ROBERTA with the hole in her
stomach. Happy Birthday and
remember to shave the icing off the
cake. Love, Half the Wizard's Staff.

ABBY GLEE Happy Birthday, happy
yea. happy always. I love you, yes
n Is me.
DEAR RANDY It's a shame that
some people only express their love
on only a few days a year, but I think
of you all the tine. Love, Babe.

YOU CAN NERDY Mt anytime you
want; lust not in front of company!
True Bill?

DEAR ANDY, congratulations,
DADDY! I guess pumping iron Isn't
the only thing you do best! Maybe if
you took me out once in a while, this
would have never happened! Aren't
you going to wish me a Happy
Mother's Day? Love Hermie.

DEAR RICHARD T. the new RA:
congratulations I knew you could do
it. Te Amo, Ellen.

CHARLES, re n ember
Jack-in-the-Box? Don't let the same
happen to me. Signed, a stubborn
Scorpio.

PAUL you're our favorite track star!
We love you! Leslie, Pam and Denise.

WANTED 10-SPEED men's bicycle
and camera, good condition. Call
6-8704 and leave message and phone.

BEE BROW CARMINE
Malchamoofus Nove and Sponge.
Congratulations! Be glad it's over.
The best is yet to come. Love Ellen,
Ellen Debi and JoAnn.

DEAR SILLY PUTTY I like your
nuts, but you're more fun to munch
on. -A Chocolate Lover.

TO THE GIRL who's brought
sunshine into my life. I think that
No-Cal Is worse than no friends.
Love, G.W.

COMPANY- Joe, Tony, Lillian,
Tony, Donna, Steve, Beth, Doug,
Lori, Howie, Susan, Ellen, Robin,
Cheryl, Chuck, Grant, Phyllis, Break
a Leg.

To the first half of the 000
COUPLE - you can't be nobody's
lover till you're somebody's friend.
Now that we are, I'm so, so satisfied.
Love, the other half.

MBP--NOW THAT we've successfully
synthesized love from lactones, and
lactones from love, the only thing
left to do is optimize the yield.
Happy 21st. YBP.

MINDY: As far at' your guilts and
Insecurities, I will always be there for
you. I take the good with the bad
and love you! Want to spend life with
you. Don't feel guilty putz!! This
anniversary is the first of many more.
Oscar loves you also. -Mark.

FOR SALE
1973 MGB overdrive, Michellns,
Tonneau covers, snows, new brakes,
clutch, muffler ex. mech. cond.,
$2100 - flex. Bill 751-3783.

STEREO eve y brand wholesale,
specials, OHM speakers, ONKYO,
PHASELINEAR SANSUI, TEAC,
MARANTZ, tECHNICS, BOC.
698-1061.

REFRIGERATOR KING - Used
Refrigerators and Freezers bought
and sold. Campus delivery available -
call 928-9391 and speak to the
KING!

WE ALSO
DO REPAIRS

STEREO SOPHISTICATES: Here are
a great pair of JBL L-26 speakers, In
excellent condition, and only six
months old. Only $200 for the pair.
High efficiency - will work with
only 10 watts per channel. If
Interested, call Ed at 6-7873.

1965 BUICK LeSabre 4/dr., p/s, p/b,
p/w, 95,000 ml runs well, $150.
Call Marc 246-5841, nights.

HOTPOINT REFRIGERATOR large
freezer, space excellent cond., asking
$45 but will bargain. Call Elyse
6-4170.

GIMONDIBIANCHI ROADRACER
Pirelli Tubular, Campagnolo-
Valentino Nervar 42-52, Universal
68, Silca. Bottle, Toeclamps, new
$145. Private 261-6103.

NOT Pt RMITTED TO SELL on
campus!! FHampers Baskets, below
wholesale 288-1895 "Mr. Nathan's
Greenhouse." 42 Library Ave.,
Westlampton Beach, NY.

BIC 960 TURNTABLE with Sure
M91ED cartridge, excellent
condition, 9 months old, $80. Call
Michele 6-5396.

5 cu., ft., ARISTON
REFRIGERATOR one year old.
Contact Abe Karlin 6-5215 Onell
G-106. Leave name and phone.

LEICA IIIA, NIKKOR 50mm.,
ELMAR 35mm. Gossen Sixtar mneter
accessories: $250. Chris 473-3751,
246-5672.

FLEETWOOD MAC tickets for 6/30
at MSG, exceptional seats. Call Don
6-3861, eves.

SELMER CLARINET "Golden
Tone" series wooden clarinet
excellent condition $100 case
included. 744-0470.

RANCH WELLINGTON BOOTS red
wing men's 9B, hardly worn paid
$50. asking $30. 744-0479.

SHAG RUG 9 x 12, golden brown
color. In excellent condition. Call
Eric 6-7347.

REFRIGERATOR must sell 11 cu.,
ft., 2/dr., frost free, only 2 years old,
call Eric 6-7347.

Vivitar auto lens, 135 mm. F2.8-22,
new condition with case screw
mount. Asking $50. Lee 751-8652.
After 5.

1972 Norton Commando vry fast
reasonable Call 661-3782 eves.

FAITHFUL FRIDGE for sale, good
condition, big enough for two $60.
Call Martha 246-4156.

TURQUIOSE JEWELRY RINGS
bracelets, ladies and men's
watchbands reasonable prices. Call
Carol after 7, 981-1336.

PINBALL MACHINE: Gotlib's slick
Chick. Good working order. Definite
money maker. $350. Jon 246-4554.

REFRIGERATOR must sell,
excellent condition, 5 cu., ft., $45.
Call 246-4590.

REFRIGERATOR full size,
swing-out shelves, large freezer,
excellent condition, $75. Call Steve
6-7596.

CONCERT PHOTOS - photos of all
SB concerts this year. Calf 6-3988.

HONDA 1970 350cc, very good
condition, new battery sissy bar,
new rear tire, $475. 246-4692.

THE GOOD TIMES
Buys and Sells

Q, uality/Scholarly Used Books
Hard Cover and Paperback

- Most Subjects -
Paperbacks sell at Yz Price

Two Floors of Good Browsing
150 E. Main St. Port Jefferson
11-6 Mon-Sat 928-2664

1971 GIBSON Les Paul Deluxe with
case $425. Must see mint condition,
leave name and number at 64115.

WATER SKIS with tow rope and life
jacket $30. Surf Board $45.
751-3338

VW 1200cc 9162 engine rebuilt and
never been used. Fits older bugs. Best
offer, 928-7307.

HOUSING
WILL RENT YOUR APT for
summer. Grad couple will pay
$140/mo. Call Chris 585-0254.
736-0571.

ACCOMMODATIONS NEEDED for
house or apartment for three or four
SB grads who have summer
employment near campus. If you can
help- call Sonie 246-4417 or Louise
246-44 16.

FURNISHED APT., St. James, 31'2
rooms; Yz acre yard with Volleyball
net; available mid-May; call 242-0550
days; 862-6390 nite.

PORT JEFFERSON VILLAGE -
Custom 6/bedroom, 3z bath,
Colonial, 2 yrs., finished basement
with game room, private bedroom
and full bath. 20 x 40 heated pool.
Central air-conditioning. All
appliances. EXTRAS GALORE!
Asking $89,900. Call owner
473-0915.

COUPLE wanted for Fall semester
room switch. Call 6-7074 ask for
Kathy In Room 249.

FREE ROOM & BOARD for student
lmale/female) in exchange for
babysitting and housecleaning. Own
transportation, summer and/or Sept.
77 to June 78 7 minutes from
campus. 724-7627.

Two Bedrooms available in house
$100/mo. plus utilities 5 min. From
campus start July 1st call 588-3976.

Housemate wanted in Strathmore B.
Stony Brook. $85/mo. plus utilities.
5 ninutes from campus - available
June 1st, call 689-9180.

HELP-WANTED
SUMMER POSITIONS for specialists
In gymnastics, athletics, swimming
(WSI). Tennis, Photography, Drama,
Dance, Ceramics. E. Setauket
751-1154.

EXPERIENCED COUNSELORS for
upstate Resort Day Camp. Send
resume to Camp. 12 Columbus Ave..
Smithtown, NY 11787.

CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS;
July and August; Specialists in all
sports, cultural and water activities.
Coed, Camp Wayne, N.E. Penna.
Personal interviews arranged. Apply
now. Write: 12 Allevard St.. Lido
Beach, NY 11561.

JUNE 12-28 CARE HOUSE four
children 16(F) 14(F), 12(F) 9(M).
Mt. Sinai. Alter school, sleep-in.
979-2844, 9-5.

ADDRESSERS wanted immediatelyl
.Work at home - no experience

necessary - excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350 Park Lane,
Suite 269, Dallas, TX 75231.

MODELS for figure and glamour
photography. No experience
necessary. Photos to be used for a
commercial marketable product.
$5/hr. Call 6-3988.

PRE-VETERINARIANS ambitious,
hard working students interested in
working on a Dairy Farm -
completes Large Animal Practice
Requirements. Call Howard
928-5727.

WANNA EARN MORE than two
thousand dollars this summer? No
experience necessary! You only need
to be hardworking and teachable.
Call for more info 246-8721 between
9 AM and 1 PM. Application deadline
May 15.

FIGURE MODEL wanted. No
experience. For photographer,
$10/hr. Call evenings, Bob 585-7789.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL electric typing.
Term papers, masters theses, resumes,
manuscripts, correspondence. Rush
jobs my specialty. Phone Agnes:
585-0034.

TUTORING: writing term papers,
oral reports, resumes, business letters,
creative writing, poetry, revisions,
single assignments handled. $10/hr.
928-4876.

DISSERTATIONS, term papers, etc.,
proofread and/or edited. All subjects.
Rates negotiable. (M.A. plus.
English). 928-4876.

INTERESTED IN LOW COST JET
TRAVEL TO EUROPE AND
ISRAEL? STUDENT TRAVEL
CENTER can help you trave! with
maximum flexibility and minimum
cost. For more info call TOLL FREE
800-325-8034.

ELECTROLYSIS RUTH FRANKEL
Certified Fellow ESA, recommended
by physicians, modern methods,
consultations invited walking
distance to campus, 751-8860.

COUNTY MOVING & STORAGE -
local and long distance. Crating,
packing, free estimates. Call
928-9391.

WRITING & RESEARCH assistance.
Typing, editing papers theses,
dissertations. Call 698-3553 John
Ryersop.
EUROPE '77 - no frills - student
teacher charter flights. Global Travel,
521 Sth Ave., NY 10017.
212-379-3532.

TYPING papers, resumes,
manuscripts thesis, IBM selectric
rates. Negotiable. Call 732-6208.

GRADUATION PHOTOS full color
portrait, reasonable prices. Call
6-3988.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND one Mexican ring on Tennis
courts. Call Kathy 6-3753.

LOST keys on 4/29, near Library. On
-a clear piece of plastic, Hebrew
writing. Call Margie 6-3962, Reward.

FOUND adorable kittens. Owner or
Interested parties please claim. Call
Eric 6-6208.

FOUND checkbook near Stony
Brook RR station on May 2, owners
name G. Fang. 6-6214.

FOUND 2 keys one for car - Wed.,
Stage D-2. Come and identify Room
223.

LOST keys in brown leather cae.
Call Karen 444-2426 days; 751-7383
*ves.

LOST 30 year old silver cigarette
lighter with initials on it, near Grad
Chem. - Library area. Call 246-6111,
Frank.

LOST yellow notebook with Pol 230,
Phi 161 and Psych. notes. If found
please call Phil 6-3954, Reward.

LOST one blue checkbook. Don't
know when or where. United Mutual
Bank, Tina Silverstein. Account is
already closed. Call at 6-4599.
Thanks.

LOST Melcor 645 catulator in
bottom of seat In P131 Math Tower.
Please return to Undergrad Math
office.

LOST ID under name Yuk C. NG.
Statesman ad said it was at main
desk, it's not there. Where is it?

LOST 4/25 a black onyx ring around
gym area. Barbara 6-5868.

LOST brown suede hat with tan trim.
Mark (The Wheelchair Kid) 68339.

FOUND large reddish sweater in
Whitman Pub Sat. nite call Ralph
6-4548.

LOST my 10 probably in women's
lockerroom or shower. Please call
Debbie at MY 4-3431. Thanks.

FOUND ID's belonging to: Sharynn
Bass, Susane Karliner, Jeanie Johnson
and Karen Marcus.Claim at Reserve
Room.

LOST keys on ring by Lec. Hall.
Despeately needed. Call 6-4937.

LOST box containing a Kodak slide
tray full of slides used In teaching. If
found please call Prof. Hugh Cleland
at 246-6148 or 751-0340.

LOST white wallet 4/26 between
Kelly and SBU. Please call Kato
6-8105.

LOST girls gold 10 bracelt, double
chain, Initials LMS. Please call
6-4317, keep trying.

NOTICES
Need help? Just want to rap? We care
-call Response 751-7500.

Democratic Socialist Organizing
Committee (DSOC) meets Tues., 4
PM, SBU 214. For Info call Hugh
Cleland 6-6148.

If you like to write and like to see
movies why not do both for
STATESMAN? I am looking for
people to cover the local art cinemas
for reviews in this unconventional
genre. See Jerry at STATESMAN,
246-3690.

Graduating Srs., incomplete grade
indicates inability to complete all
coursework because of circumstances
beyond control. Consequently,
Degree Candidates wishing to make
up work must file an application to
postpone their graduation until the
end of the following term. For Info
call Graduation Certification:
246-5120.

The Bridge to Somewhere, peer
counseling walk-in center is open
Mon-Thur. 11-11, and Fri. 11-2,SBU
061.

Peer Tutoring available on limited
basis for SB students taking
particular courses n the MSA MSM,
French, German, Spanish, Hebrew,
Eng. Literature and Psychology
Dept's. VITAL 246-6814.

Assemblyman George Hochbreuckner
now has a representative on campus.
If you need info on legislation,
organizations, political activities or
have a problem you can not solve, see
Susan Herschkowitz, C3650 Library,
Tues. 1-3 or Wed., 1-4; after hours
6-5461.

The Student Employment Office will
be having an application and update
period May 2-13. Only those students
interested in summer employment
should apply. Room 349 Admin.,
10-4.

Applications available for summer
employment with Suffolk County
Dept. of Labor at Mildred Steinberg's
office 407 E. Main St., Port Jeff. Call
928-3322 or the Labor Dept. at
979-2822. Applicants must appear in
Hauppauge before May 13 for
interview.

Interested in a management position
for SCOOP Inc., on or near campus?
if so, leave name and number at
SCOOP Records, from 12-3, SBU.
Bar/Restaurant exp. necessary. Sorry
no seniors.

EROS SB's birth control and
pregnancy peer counseling education
and referral service located in
Infirmary 124. Telephone 4-LOVE or
4-2472. Dorm lectures available on
request.

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
meets Thur., 7:30 PM, SBU 214 for
worship, prayer and bible discussions.
All welcome.

Seniors? Doubtful about future
career and social life? Counseling
available Wed. 7 PM, Infirmary
42281.

SoCiology majors graduating In May
we need $5 contribution immediately
to plan commencement party,
ceremony reception, please sa or
send to Kenneth Feldman SSB-373.
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SPORTS
BRIEFS I

Intramural Track
The intramural track and field meet will be held Thursday, May

12 and Friday, May 13. Entries for all participants are due in the
intramural office by May 11. No spikes are permitted on the track.
Only flats and sneakers are allowed. The schedule of events can be
picked up in the intramural uflce in the Gym. For further
information call 246-6818.

Carey: A Better Way
Albany (AP)';overnor Hugh Carey said yesterday he wants to

reorganize the state Athletic Commission, but he declined to say
whether he will remove the commission's chairman, James Fadey Jr.

Farley has suspended himself without pay pending investln- of
allegations he had improperly assisted a boxing promotion group.

Carey, asked at a news conference whether he would keep Farley
on, declared that "I don't want to talk of personnel."

But he added that he hoped the controversy stirred up by Farley's
activities would provide an impetus for the legislature to accept
proposals to restructure the athletic commission.

"I shall use this opportunity to recommend a better system of
supervision of sports and the administration of athletic activities in
the state," Carey said.

He did not specify what changes he might want. But two years
ago Carey proposed and the legislature rejected a plan under which
the athletic commission would be eliminated and replaced by a
Bureau of Athletic Activities Regulation within the Department of
State.

McNairUpset
Washington, D.C. (AP)-Fred McNair is upset with a couple of his

fellow pro tennis players for their refusal to play in last weekend's
American Zone finals of the Davis Cup in which Argentina defeated
the United States in Buenos Aires.

McNair, who teamed with Sherwood Stewart in doubles for the
U.S. team's only victory, expressed his dismay especially at Eddie
Dibbs and Jimmy Connors, but generally to all those who declined
to play for the U.S. team.

Ricardo Cand gave Argentina the pivotal point it needed when he
defeated Dick Stockton, an ailing last-minute replacement for
day-court specialist Dibbs.

"I don't want to point a wary finger at Dibbs," said McNair who
retumed to his Washington suburban home in Chevy Case, Maryland
Monday, "but all the team members are quite upset that he didn't
choose to go down there. Everybody else made sacrifices and Eddie
decided to go for the money.

"There are 51 other weeks in the year that you can play for
money, but the one week we really needed him he didn't show, and
that's why the United States lost. There's no way Dibbs would have
lost to Cano, no matter how much above his head the guy played,
but Stockton hurt his back and we didn't have any insurance," said
McNair.

Harold Solomon and Dibbs were the first choices of team Captain
Tony Trabert but Solomon came up sick and then Dibbs begged off
because, he told Trabert, he was tired and wanted to rest fot the
World Championship Tennis doubles at Kansas City this week and
the WCT singles finals at Dallas next week, Stockton and Brian
Gottfried volunteered to play singles.

Torrez Gets No. 1
New York (Air-Bucky Dent's grand-slam home run helped Mike

Torrez gain his first victory as a Yankee as New York beat the
California Angels 8-1 last night.

The victory was the Yanks' fifth straight and 11th in their last 12
games. California has lost five of its last six.

Reggie Jackson and Graig Nettles also homered in support of
Torrez, who was making his first start for New York since being
obtained from the Oakland A's last week. Torrez, 4-1, held the
Angels to just one hit over the first five innings.

Reliever Dick Tidrow came on in the sixth, when Torrez was
forced to retire because of a blister on the thumb of his pitching
hand.

Mets Beaten by Dodgers
Los Angeles (AP)-Burt Hooton was breezing along toward his

second shutout of the season last night when suddenly, through no
fault of his own, he lost it with two out in the ninth inning.

But the error which caused him to lose the shutout did not cause
him to low the game. The Los Angeles right-hander struck out Leo
Foster-his 11th strikeout of the night-and wound up with a 4-1
victory over the New York Mets.

It was the Dodgers' 10th victory in their last 11 starts to boost
them to a staggering eight games in front of second-place Cincinatti
in the National League West.

Tennis: Another Clean Sweep

he Stony Brook tennis
am clinched the Suburban
ist Division of the
etropolitan Tennis
inference with a 9-0
story over King's Point
sterday. The victory
tended the Patriots'
ason record to 9-2 and
sir league record to 5-0.
Ithough No. 1 and 2
Igles players Steve
ronowitz and Jack
ppleman had trouble
nning their matches, the
os. 3-6 singles players won
sily. Brett Notine, John
uzich, Steve Lewis (shown
'ving) and Mark Samu
Iped clinch the victory.

Dorsett Selected by Cowboys
New York (AP)-Ricky Bell

and Tony Dorsett, the nation's
best collegiate running backs,
were the first two choices
yesterday In the National
Football League draft but the
biggest winner may be their
agent, Mike Trope.

Bell was selected by the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and
Dorsett went to Dellas after the
Cowboys shipped four draft
choices to Seattle for the
Seahawks' pick.

Both players are represented
by Trope, who also will
negotiate for two other high
picks, tackles Marvin Powell,
who went to the New York Jets
and Warren Bryant, selected by
the Atlanta Falcons. Powell was
the fourth player drafted and
Bryant was the sixth selection.
Trope indicated that Bell's
contract numbers with Tampa
Bay will affect what his other
clients get.

"Whatever Ricky Bell gets
from Tampa Bay will be the
going figure for Tony Dorsett at
Dallas," said Trope.

The numbers most heard at
the draft were five years and
between $1.25 million and $1.5
million for glamour backs Bell
and Dorsett and something in
that same neighborhood for
linemen Powell and Bryant.

Dorsett shattered all sorts of
rushing records at Pittsburgh and
won the Heisman Trophy,
beating Bell, Southern
California's great tailback, for
the honor. In the draft, they
reversed roles with Bell going
No. 1, selected by Tampa Bay
and his old college coach, John
McKay, and Donett, picked
second, going to Dallas.

"Getting picked number
one ... this is like winning the
Heisman," said Bell. "Now I
know how Donett must have

felt with all this attention."
Philosophical Coach

Bell remembered playing
under McKay at USC. "As a
coach, he's a philosopher," he
said. "Give him time and he'll
win. He's making some wise
decisions .. ,. like drafting me."

The Buccaneers were winless on
their first NFL season and that
distinction earned them the No.
1 pick. The second choice
belonged to the other expansion

team, Seattle. Dorsett was the
obvious choice but the Heisman
winner had warned the
Seahawks through a letter from
his attorney that he did not wish
to play for them and asked that
they not draft him.

That left Seattle with two
options. They could either go
for another player or trade their
selection. They chose the latter
and that's how Dallas came up
with Dorsett.
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Service . ..

CHARL.S AMUIKARAM OT LtW'vur serves in last night's
championship game of the intramural volleyball tournament.
L'Overture beat the Serpents, 3-1, in the best of five
championship games to take the intramural title.L
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Baseball Team: Making Everyone Else Champs
By PAUL NEWELL

"Everyone's a champion," shouted coach Rick
Smoliak as his Stony Brook baseball team circled the
baes. The only problem was that his team was circling
the bases after its 2-1 loss to Dowling yesterday. And the
champions he referred to were the teams that Stony
Brook, now 4-16, has made look like champions.

"Maitime's a champion...Hoftra's a champlon..and
now Dowling's a champion! And here comes Hunter, the
Hunter Hawks. We'd better be ready 'cause theyll really
be hawking!" he screamed, with his players running
sprints to first, then to second, until they had finished
the progression all the way to home.

"I haven't run a team after a game," he yelled,

cootnuinu' hi tirade, ine high school. That was
eleven years o." Smolak's explosion came after
mother tough Patriot los. This time it was Jon Adderley
who was victimized by a lack of dutch hitting a his 11
strikeout performance went for naught. All of the
scoring came in the first inning. Dowling struck for its
two runs with a couple of scratch singles and a double
steal, with the lead runner scoring. Stony Brook came
back in its half of the frame with singles by Bill
lanciello, Wayne Goldman and Steve Kelske. The game
then settled into a pitcher's duel with both teams
threatening to no avail.

Smoliak's unchracterstic outburst was seemingly
spurred on by a questionable ninth-inning call, but can
more likely be explained by a season filled with
frustration losses. In the ninth inning, the Patriots had
the tying run on second with one out, thanks to Keiske's
double. But Paul Bernstein struck out for the second
out, leaving Joe Castigie as Stony Brook's last shot.
Castiglie swung at a one-two pitch and apparently
foul-tipped it-apparent to all but the home plate ump.
He called it strAe three. End of ballpme. Just the start
for Smoliak's players.

"I don't even know why we bother to go up to hit
with a man on second base," Smoliak continued. "Come
on, run around to second, see what it feels like. All the
way around. Suck it in, suck it in. " Smoliak then had
his players run from left field to right field and then pass
the ball to another player who ran back to left field.
"We have a shortstop running out to left field to catch a
fly ball! A shortstop out in left field!" Shortstop Ron
Tammz made a marvelbus diving catch of a fly ball down
the line in left in the third inning. Castiglie was perhaps,
a step slow in reacting to the ball.

"Everyone's a champion! Maritime-
...Hofstra...Dowling..almost CCNY. CCNY! We'd better
be ready on Thursday." The players know now that if
they're not ready before the game, they'd better be
ready after it.

Islanders Not Completely Surprised by Victory ]
Montreal (AP)-New York Islanders

goalie Glenn Resch said what everyone
had known all along.

'There wasn't a person alive who
thought we would win, and Ill be
honest with you-we were kidding
about it ourselves," he said. "But I
really felt confident coming in tonight. I
think everybodydid. It was just a feeling
I had."

His feelings were right on the money,
and so was the backhand shot by Billy
Harris at 3:58 of overtime last night-a
shot which gave the Islanders a 4-3
triumph over the Canadiens and cut
Montreal's lead to 3-2 in the
best-of-seven National Hockey League
semifinal playoffs.

Resch, making his first postseason
start, stopped 26 of 29 shots. Possibly
the key save was the one on a Bob
Gainey breakaway moments before
Jude Drouin tied it for New York with
less than seven minutes remaining in
regulation.

"We've had some big wins, but I'd
have to say that this has to rate as one
of the sweetest," said Resch.

"rhere's no doubt 'll always
remember this one," said Harris, who
now has seven goals in post-season play
this year and four in the series against
Montreal. He tallied on a rebound after
a Dave Lewis shot caromed off the
goalpost.

A disallowed goal by Lewis may have
turned the game around for New York
and given them the lift recessary to end
Montreal's 38-ame home unbeaten
streak. The last time the Canadiens lost
here was October 30, 1976, when the

Boston Bruins beat them 4-3.
Referee Bob Myers ruled that Lewis

had directed the puck into the net with
his glove and disallowed the apparent
score eary in the second period.

"When we saw everything going
against us, it really picked us up. He
called that goal back that Lewie Lewis
scored. It was a good goal. You watch it
on the replay and youll see it was
good," said Reach. The Canadiens'
dressing room was quiet and almost
deserted after the goal by Harris. Not
many expected they would have to
hastily arrange a flight back to New
York tonight to face the Islanders in
front of their abid fans for a sixth game
tomorrow night.

"You know the Canadiens are
expected to win all the time," said
Haris. "They are like a machine, they
are that good."
: So the Bruins are going to have to
wait a little while longer to find out
who they will be meeting in the Stanley
Cup final.

Tight Scoring
J.P. Parise capped a pretty pasing

play with a 10-foot shot for a 1-0
Islanders lead in the first period, but
Lemaire and Tremblay put Montreal in
front before Potvin banked a shot in off
the skates of C-nadiens goalie Ken
Dryden. Lambert tipped in a Larry
Robinson shot with 8:22 left in
regulation time, but Drouin tied it again
not much later.

Right wing Guy Lafleur assisted on
the Lambert goal, marking the 37th
consecutive game in which he has
collected at least one point.
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